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Legal Investigation
Of College Union

Langan Calls For - -

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first in
series of articles discussing file con.
fr
y surrounding the Collage Union
Board of Governors.
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Sy JOHN MUIR
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ASB Vice President Bill Langan
has called for a student referendum on the entire question of
the College Union because of the
many discrepancies he believes
exist in the policies and programs
of the Board.
Along with calling for a referendum, Langan has called for a
complete legal investigation of all
facets of the College Union to be
conducted by lawyers hired by the
ASB. He has also called for the
resignations fiom the college, not
just from the College Union Board
of Governors, but of any administrators who purposefully misrepresented information or acted against
the best interests of the students.
Glen E. Guttormsen, Director of
Business Affairs, will be unavailable for comment until Monday
when he will return from meetings with Chancellor Glenn
Dumke.
Another problem, said Langan,
is the fact that although the faculty will have the use of the College Union they do not financially
support it in any way.
STUDENTS CONTRIBUTE
"It was named the College
Union instead of Student Union
by the College Union Board of
Governors," said Langan, ’’in order
to contribute to students, faculty
and alumni through programs and
services conducted primarily withinthe SJS College Union. Yet students are the only ones who pay
any fees, a mandatory semester
charge of $9.
Yesterday at the weekly meeting of the College Union Board of
Governors, Langan introduced the
following resolution: "Resolved the
facilities and pmgrams of the College Union shall he solely available to those groups or individuals
who fiscally sumort the construction and maintenance of the Union
facility or the programs operated
within or by the Union itself, ex-

Special Edition
Today’s Spartan Daily features the speeLii Homecoming
Edition. edited by Patricia
Wanek, Spartan Daily Feature
Editor.

KSJS Features
Draft Resistance
On ’News Center’

The draft resistance at S.TS and
a peace construction project for
Vietnam will highlight tonight’s
"News Center" special produced
by the Radio and Television News
Center (RTNC) for KSJS, 90.7
FM, at 7.
Lloyd LaCtiesta’s guest will be
Joe Allen, a leader in the Resistance on this campus. They will
discuss yesterday’s draft card Merlin. LaCuesta Will also discuss the
Carmichael talk and other on campus happenings,
Education editor Sophie Floeczyk will discuss the peace construction program for Vietnam.
This program is being researched
by the Environmental Sciences
Department at SJS, under the direction of Dr. Jen Yu Wang.
Thr San Francisco State crisis
and the closing of the school, plus
campus newsman Merle Grilling
as a guest,will be discussed hy
Steve Dint off-caniptis editor for
RTNC. John Poimiroo, staff cartoonist for the Spartan Daily, will
critique the movie, "I Love YOU
Alice B. Toklas." This film deals
with the falseness of societies.
"We hope the News Center
special will become a relevant
force at SJS," stated netvs director Rick Brown. "The show will
give the student some incite into
what II,. reads in the newspaper."

eept as designated by the Board
of Governors."
The resolution was tabled pending further examination by the
Board as to exactly who would be
exempt.
UNION APPROVED
"The Union bond was approved
in 1963 under Student Body President Steve Larson by the necessary two-thirds vote of the students. Under this vote the students
imp(xted upon themselves a mandatory fee to pay for the bond,"
Langan said.
"Discussion had gone back past
1948," he continued. "Surveys on
what students wanted were taken
during these peri(xls. However, between the time that the College
Union Director Rodger Rodzen
took office., the formation of the
College Union Board of Governors
and the present, ideas have remained stagnant with the changing times."
"The Director of Business Affairs, Glen E. Guttormsen, has
brought forth policies that have
literally looted the student’s pocketbooks," Langan said. "Student
monies have been exploited. It has
been an excellent business operation, but it has been at the expense of the students these people,
supposedly, are to serve "

By KENTON JORDAN
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
A question that plagues many
people about the Resistance is how
it chooses the dates for its national draft card turn-ins.
Not certain them.selves, local
Resistance members jokingly concluded it must be the arbitrary
decision of a little man in St.
Louis whose long hair acts as a
cosmic receptor for turn-in dates.
If that is so, then the little man
surely blow it yesterday -- at least
as far as the Bay Area is concerned.
Fifteen San Jose registers,
armed with 26 draft cards turned
in at Morris Dailey Auditorium,
traveled to the San Francisco Federal Building for the Resistance’s
fourth national turn-in -- and
found it to be one helluva day to
fight the Selective Service System.
Or any system. for that matter.

*

Dr. David Markham, assistant
professor of speech, will review
"The Myth of Mental Illness" and
"Law, Liberty and Psyehiatry" by
Thomas Szasz, Wednesday at 12:30
p.m. in Cafeteria A and B in a
faculty book talk.
"The question 1 Fun interested in
the two hooks is that SVISZ indicates that oui legal pmcedures are
being undermined by the intmduclion of society into the courtroom
and other legal institutions," said
Dr. Markham.
"Taking that as the major issue
in both books, I will review them
.111111.4i,
.,eeeidowly,"

*

Sen. Clark Bradley ( R-San Jose)
charged yesterday that use of
Morris Dailey Auditorium by the
Resistance for a draft card turn-in

Photo by Paddi Benson
"HELL NO, don’t let him go"... and Studdly the mouse didn’t.
Just before John Poimiroo dropped his mouse into the cage suspended from a balloon -like object, fellow students of John Battenberg’s sculpture classes, prompted by Studdly’s owner, vetoed
the mouse’s flight. Students were testing their sculpture projects
designing, constructing and flying helium inflated objects on
top of Mt. Hamilton recently.

Fight Over Debate

Speech Professor
To Review Szasz
Books Wednesday

*

They listened reverently as Joan
Baez, spurning musical accom, paniment, her hand deep in the
pockets of a heavy blue coat buttoned up all the way, sang "Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot."
Then they joined her in singing
"Land of a Thousand Dances" and
"Kum Bay Yah." It was during
the latter song that a blond-haired
youth with glasses was spirited
away by non-uniformed police. He
had bumed a tiny, dime store
Ainerican flag during a speech a
half-hour earlier; such an act now
constitutes a federal offense.
Like one man, the group stood
and, with fingers held high in the
peace symbol, watched the police
carry him into the bowels of the
Federal Building.
Then Joan’s husband, leading
register David Harris spoke. He
discussed, as he has twice here
this year, the importance of men
using their lives to make peace,
* * *
instead of war.
Then the turn-in began. The
plan was for each Resistance chapter in the Bay Area to collect
cards in its region, then turn them
in with the other chapters at the
Federal Building.
The cards will be mailed collectively to President-elect Richard
was improper and unwarranted.
In a call to Pres. Robert Clark, M Nixon.
The San Jose Resistance’s 26
Bradley asked how it was possible
were the highest
that the Resistance, "an organiza- registration cards
tion deliberately programmed to number of any chapter.
A close second was Stanford
violate federal law," could make
with 23. In all, close to 100 cards
use of a state-owned building.
count
Bradley noted that it was his were turned in. An exact
number of
understanding that the Resistance was impossible since a
individually
is granted only "table privileges" cards were turned in
after the chapters had accounted
on campus.
According to Academic Vice for theirs.
Then the turn-in was over. Tired
President William J. Dusel, the
Considering
meeting scheduled in Morris Dailey and numb, we left.
not been a bad
was in compliance with regula- the weather, it had
But hopetions concerning scheduling of day for the Resistance.
fully next time the little man in
rooms for meetings.
a little more
The scheduling request was filed St. Louis will take
of days.
by Paul Dickert, a.ssistant profes- care in his choice
sor of geology and a member of
’
Professor’s Against the War.

It was miserable. The rain splashed
down in bursts from sodden skies.
Not even the high marble awning of the Federal Building wa.s
any protection for the 200 resisters
and watchers huddler under it. A
harsh, gusty wind hurled the
spray in upon us, wetting our hair
and tossing it like salad.
To make it worse, while we
alternately dripped and shivered,
we could see the dry, warm Establishment faces peering at tts, benignly and quizzically, from inside
the Federal Building and from
cozy, box-like offices across the
street,
But neither this nor the weather’s whimsies daunted the Resistance orders of the day. In fact,
they seemed to bring this group
of men who face jail sentences for
their convictions spiritually even
closer together, not to mention
physically for warmth.

Resistance Using Auditorium
improper,’ Bradley Charges

Constitutional Revisions
By SI’sY LYDLE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The sparks flew as a fiery debate among Student Council members grew out of proposed constitutional revisions.
A proposed reduction in the
number of council members, from
21 to 15, caused the controversy.
The revisions have been studied
and considered by three ASB
administrations. Tim Fitzgerald,
one of ASB Pres. Dick Miner’s assistants. began the study in the
fall of 1966 under the authority of
then ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter.
Fitzgerald presented the proposed revisions to council and
explained the history. and meaning
of. the revisions. This was the first
reading of the revisions by council. Three readings are required
before council can vote and present the proposed constitution to
the students.
Several council members believe
the reduction in the number of
representatives would deprive student government of a true crosssection of the college campus.
QUIET OPINIONS
Juan Antu, sophomore representative. lashed out at the proposed
reduction as an attempt to quiet
contrasting opinions.
"You don’t want to hear different opinions. You just want to
hear the same thing said," Antu
told council members. "That waY
you can get things done in five
minutes."
Fitzgerald explained that coun-

By Stormy Weather

cil viith 21 members WilS "to large
a group to get anything done." tie
feels that the reduction would
make council more efficient.
Bob Crocker, graduate representative, also pointed out that
in past years its been difficult to
"even get enough interested people to fill those 21 position.s."
Some council members in favor
of the reduction believe it would
cut down in long debates. They
felt that yeah 21 members, not
all representatives had the opportunity to discuss their viewpoints.
EXPRESS IDEAS
Jeff Potts, freshman representative, jumped on this viewpoint
immediately. "You’re expressing
your ideas. That’s why you’re
here," Potts said, referring to the
functions and duties of council
members. "You’re here to spend
your time, working for the students."
"It depends what’s more important to you," Antu ex-plainert
"efficiency or true representation."
Ron Zeman, junior representative, believes that it is "almost
impossible to give true representation to the class you represent."

SJS Professor
’Making Progress’
Following Stroke
William Erlendson. S,TS professor of music, is recovering at home
fmm a stroke whieh left him partially paralyzed early last week.
The 58-year-old teacher and performer is head of the piano faculty
and has been director of the A
Cappello Choir for all of its 35year existence. In addition, he has
directed the annual SJS opera,
"The Messiah," in past years.
"I feel veiy well and think I
am making considerable progress,"
he said yesterday, adding that he
hopes to be back on the job
with the doctor’s okay - by the
second week in December. He said
he is planning to direct this year’s
"Messiah" which opens Dee. 17.
Prof. Erlendson has lx.en at SJS
since 1931. He was hospitalized
tette clays for observation and
test ing.

When you’re voting, you’re voting
for 23,000 students, not your class,"
he said.
’REALLY INSANE’
"This is really insane," Antu
said, "You’re saying you can’t get
people into government. You’re
saying that because only 15 show
up, they must he qualified," he
continued. "You’re talking about
an oligarchy."
"You’re talking about 15 peoPle representing 23,000. But is it
going to represent the students,
or is it just going to serve your
own ego." Antu said, obviously
disgusted with the proposed revision.
Chairman Bill Langan, A.Stri
vice president, felt both sides had
legitimate points of contention.
He therefore offered a possible solution in the consideration of a
tvvo-house system of legislature.
One house would seat as many
as 100 representatives. The other
would con.sist of 15. Langan asked
council members to consider it
and make suggestions next week.
at the second reading of the revisions.

Investigation
Meeting Set
For Tuesday
A six -member committee appointed jointly by ASB President
Dick Miner and President Robert
D. Clark will meet for the first
time next week to look into areas
of recruitment and scholarships
in the Athletic Department
composed of
The committee
Dr. Jack Pierce, associate professor of sociology and anthropology;
Dr. Rudy Cook, counselor in the
Student Personnel Office; Dr.
George Halverson, professor in
Man-Power Administration; and
students Rich Van Winkle, Mike
Rutz and ASB Treasurer Dave
scheduled to meet
Aikman is
Tuesday front 9-10:30 a.m. in
Clark’s conference room.
"The committee will address
itself," Aikman said, "to grievances we’ve already received in
areas of recruitment and grantsin-aid."
Aikman, who announced the
nfunes of the members and the
date of the meeting at Wednesday’s Student Council session, said
the committee will choose a chairman, introduce complaint:: lodged
against the Athletic Department
by the United Black Students for
Action (rUB.SA) and "decide on the
cottrse which the committee vvill
take" in the investigation.
UBSA declared last week that
they ’’would no longer go along"
with the as-yet unnamed committee. UBSA President Mel Whit.
field said there wa.s no need for
the investigation because "the
evidence is very clear against the
At hlet ic Depart men t."

4.
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CONSULATE GENERAL TO SPEAK
The Consulate General of Israel in San Francisco, Daxid Ben-Dov,
will speak Monday at 4 p.m. in JC141. His topic will be Israel. The
consulate general’s talk is sponsored by Hillel, a Jewish student campus orga niza ion.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CONFERENCE
A one-day conference on international relations for social science
instructors is scheduled for tomorrow fmm 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
8142. Dr. Armin Rappaport, author and lecturer fmm the University
of California at San Diego, will speak on "The United States and
Europe: Recent Developments and Problems."
FEDERAL ’SERVICE EXAM
The Federal Service Entrance. Examination will be given at SJS
tomorrow morning at 8:30 in S112 for interested seniors and graduates.
MISS PHOTOHF.NIC
Today is the final deadline for all entries for the MISS Photogenic
contest. F.:ntry forms can be picked up al JC2OR until 11:30 this morning. Thr contest is sponsored by Theta Sigma Phi, women’s journalism
honorary sorority.
SWISS ACTRESS
Swiss actress Lilian Westphal will present a lecture in German on
humor, irony and satire in German literature Monday at 4 p.rn. in
E100. Fier speech is being sponsored hy the Foreign Language Department

Dumke Refuses
To Reinstate
George Murray
A
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
resolution by San Francisco State
College faculty members to "respectfully "reinstate Black instructor George Murray ores turned
down by State College Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke yesterday.
Dumke was meeting at San
Francisco International Airport
with Black Student Union leaders
and six Black faculty members of
S. F. State.
Inclusion of the word "respectfully’: in the resolution to Dumke
met strong opposition and required a standing vote among 500
in.structors who jammed State’s
Little Theater. The school has a
faculty of 1,800.
The action came during a twohour meeting on the almost desertNi campus, ordered closed
Wednesday in the wake of violence and vandalism by striking
Black Student Union leaders.
The resolution was approved by
a narrow margin. It asked Dumke
to "immediately uithdraw his order in respect to George Murray."
Murray, an English instructor
and member of the Black Panthers, was ordered by Dumke suspended with pay for 30 days for
urging Negro students to carry
guns on campus.
The rrsolution said "the normal disciplinary pmcedures of
this college" should be used to
deal with Murray.
The measure also asked that a
task force be appointed to study
toward initiating ethnic studies
at the school.
There was also an accompanying referendum to be presented
to the entire faculty which contained 11 mints to be voted upon
They cover the entire area of
the college’s programs---SOCiill, academie, a possible censure of Dimke, Murray, the feasibility of IA
faculty strike and the 10 demands
of the Black Students Union.
A general faculty meeting was
scheduled for 9 a.m. Friday. Academic Senate meetings were to
continue throughout today.
President Robert D. Smith, during a short news conference, said
he was uncertain if reinstatement
(Continued on Pose 3)

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Compiled from Associated Press
The AcaSAN FRANCISCO
demic Senate at San Francisco
State College approved a course
in Black studies yesterday, making the course the first of its kind
at any state college or university
if it is accepted by State College
Chancellor Glenn S. Durnite.
President-elect
NEW YORK
Richard M. Nixon annotinced yesterday an unpreeedented agreement with President Johnson that
Nixon would be consulted before
taking office on all major foreign
policy rleei sio n

Dr. Weinstein
Reviews Book
As ’Deceptive’
By LARAINE YA.MAMOTO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"One Dimensional Man" hy Herbert Marcuse is "an unconscious
deception and fake" said Dr. Fred
Weinstein, assistant professor of
history, who reviewed the book
Wednesday in a faculty book talk.
"Marcuse’s book is a critique
of the mexiern industrial society
and their failures. It is a critique
in the Marxist tradition with some
modifications," said Dr. Weinstein.
But according to the reviewer,
"Marcuse uses Freud to prove his
(Continued on Paige 3)

Today’s Weather
Cloudy thio morning with
chanee of a brief shower then
gradual clearing during the day.
Partly el ly tonight through
Satunlay, but no rain. Strong
northweNt ninth, thseloping the’
afternoon and e 11 nt inning
g
through tonight. lucre it s
cloud% %%Rh rain likely by late
in the day on Sunday. High toTemperature at
day at StIS:
game time tomorrow at Spartan
Stadium: CIS.

Lesson Taught
On Mountain
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Susi I Comment

Careless Editorial?
.% I

\ ItY

(;(yrrscitALK

Spartan Daily for real?
This is my second semester on staff
and .1 could not doubt the validity of
that

following

question

yesterday’s

editorial.
i-. Stokely Carmichael spoke on
ne-day afternoon. It is too
eampus
had that the writer of the editorial
coold tett have heard his talk.
1 Ir. 11.2arittichatd carefully explained
his position and why he believes violence i- nece--ary. why 1\ bite liberali-tti
a luxury only N1 bite liberals
eau affurd and why he feels the hippie- have evionontic stability.
Ilad the author even taken the time
to read Frank Lordentatt’s letter to
the editor. titavbe this etnItarraing
-itttatifin could have heen IIN 11’1111’11.
of the thonglitle-\\
tion- that were posed to Ilr.
acl were first asked. I thought "They
liae to be plants."
Now I know they didn’t have to Ire.

It is impossible for every editorial
writer to know all there is to know
about a topic. If that were the prerequisite for writing one, there would
be very few.
The Spartan Daily does not sign
editorials anymore because it does not
identify an opinion as one person’s
but rather as an opinion of many. I
agree with this practice.
Hut. if the anonymity that is afforded with this prililege is going to be
alm-ed. then it should be questioned.
the %%Titer of the editorial could not
attend the talk. then this should be a
factor in the consideration of the editorial’s Yalidity.
Spartan Daily has come under some
criticism lately and one of the charges
lev ied has been carelessness.
In this instance Spartan Daily was
for real. and so was the carelessness.
N mother editorial stand was taken
on the basis of one person’s misinformation and I for one. can see no way
it Call Ile defended or justified.

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
liti114 ill (or owning a new-paper office
ma ’termite an uninsitrable risk if the
%VIII, al E.1,1
.111.,11IeS Junior t:ollege
arc
indication.
I I ri
ftfrail,. Da -(um,me left a Mototo% cocktail in the clo.ed 1.ampus News
id lice%
re.if hint.; fire caused S25,000
damage.
*

*

*

Situdsers at S.IS neter had it so good.
\ t San Joaquin Delta College
toekton,
a proposal to let student spitokers light
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tip in the cafeteria was defeated for the
seeond time in fottr years by a 477 to 158
tally, The Collegian reported.
The measure was submitted by the
Black Student Association which said students have no place to smoke during rainy
weather.
* * *
Students at the University of Missouri
at Columbia have the right to interview
and question candidates to fill the retiring dean of arts and sciences post, the
Maneater reports. The students submit
evaluation forms after each interview
based MI questions over student freedom
and student-University participation.
*

*

*

Situations can be tougher at other colleges than at SJS. Take the parking ticket
problem.
At Clatsop Community College in
Astoria, Ore., students who fail to pay
parking fines will not receive semester
grades and not be allowed to return to
school for the next term, the Clatsop
Courier says.
Fine-, for the college parking lot are
graduated per offense. The first three violations cost fifty cents, the next three a
dollar and will double in atnount for each
trio of tiekets.
Faculty tickets are handled by the adtration.
At Compton College students receiving
more than three warning parking citationa
from the student police will be suspended
for a week. Any more tickets and the student is kicked out for the semester, the
Tartar Shield informs.
These drastic penalties apply only to
school parking lots and not to city streets
are handled by local police.
we’re on this fine topic, Compton
( ollege also is giving a week’s amnesty to
-iiidents with library fines to turn in
the delinquent hooks without penalty.
Faculty can turn their late books in any
time since teachers don’t have to pay fines.
the Tartar Shield comments.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and Ls seeidng Guest
Editorials and Guest ROOMS /TOM SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus a.nd its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Thud decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

Guest Room

Votes Display Concern
By NANCY ATKINSON., Chairman
Scholar-In-Residence Program
Bill Langan, in his accusation against
the College Union Board of Goternors,
not only distorted the f (els but proved
once again that students, when they don’t
get their way, throw tantrums.
It should be pointed out to the student
body that the College I IlilM Board of
Governors has six student members. three
faculty members and three administrators.
all who have equal voting !miner on all
policy decisions. Equallv important, the
student members consist of the College
Union Program Board chairt»an (appointed by ASB president t, the AS11
president, the ASH vice president twin? is
incidently BILL La \Gt.\
and three
members- at-large appointed to the Board
by the ASB president. Clearly, the students have the
er to block or pass any
policy decision.
It also is interesting to point out that
at the second Board of Governors’ meeting.
Bill Langan requested more investigation
of space allocations in the new College
Union building. 1This
011e Of 111I. few
meetings which Langan attended. o V hen
this information was pre -4 Med al the foilowing meetings, Asti \ ice President
Langan felt it was more important to campaign for one of the presidential candidates than to attend this meeting. in this
respect, it is trite that Langan did not
have complete information ("withheld information"). but by his own accord.
If the students continue to view the
faculty and administrators as their enetny,
the administration and faculty will continue to view the students as their enemy.
From nty personal experiences as a student member of the College Union Program Board with the non -student members of the College Union Board of Gov-

ernor«, I feel tltese members display,
through their votes and policies. their concern with the trends of the students. Because Langan is all individual member of
the Board of Got eritor-, it should be made
clear that the other li%e members on the
Board do not necessarily agree with the
ASH N ice President Langan.

Bill Hurschmann:

Is Disruption
The Answer?
Turntoil still reigns at San Francisco
State College, as it floes at many colleges
and itnier-it
campuses throughout the
nation.
The trouble at San Francisco State concerns racial issues
many of the same
racial issues that are plaguing this nation.
The Black people in America are upset.
’They have been that way for hundreds
of years and now they have decided that
peaceful negotiations solve little -- and
they have decided to do something else -to disrupt "the system" until it recognizes
them.
San Francisco State is now closed down.
The Black Student Union at S. F. State
has listed many demands covering almost
every area of the college.
The Black students at S. F. State have
decided to take action disruptive action - -until their demands are met.
And maybe they are right. Maybe this
only answer to
is the answer the
toolay’s domestic racial problems.
Maybe the Black students at S. F. State
have found the answer, or the beginning
of att answer. Only the future will tell.

Five weeks ago I saw five Hell’s Angels
beat the hell out of a guy at the San Francisco Pop Festival. Thousands watched the
incident
no
one, including myself,
made a move to help the guy.
A few minutes later some police filed
through the crowd, on their way somewhere, I suppose, though it looked as if
they had started at one end of the crowd
and just passed through the entire mass
of people, eternally on their way somewhere.
Anyway, that incident did nothing to
boost my faith in mankind or brotherhood.
This weekend, however, a little of my
faith was restored. I got a taste of unselfishness from another person, a stranger.
I saw concern and help offered by someone
whom I had never met before; someone
who could just as easily have chosen not
to get involved.
Traveling down Highway 9 into Felton
Sunday, I rounded one curve and my car
started skidding. I was going too fast, I
guess, or hit some gravel, and 180 degrees
later, after having stupidly applied my
brakes, the ear rested against the mountain. Apparent damage: a broken radiator
and some bad dents.
The girl I was with and I were unhurt,
thanks to ottr seat belts. Cars whizzed past
me. Finally one stopped; a family in a
station wagon asked nte if I needed help.
They put flares on the road and promised
to send help.
Another couple drove by and stopped.
A man got out and asked me if we were
okay.
Then De Anza college student Steve
Crumb pulled up and said he had a tow
chain. I managed to drive my car over to
a small turn out. The other man left, but
Steve stayed to help me.
I found out later that Steve had driven
by, remembered he had a tow chain,
turned around and came back to help me.
Steve had been taking his little brother
for a (lay at Big Basin. Instead he stayed
on that mountain with me for more than
two hours, helping me with my car.
Steve acted as if he were my best friend.
lending a helping hand at a simple task.
Okay, okay, so it s ..... Ids a little maudlin,
but Steve chose to get involved, he chose
to help another human being, and in doing so, he erased a hit of the cynical
journalist in me. He softened the person
that just a few hours before had raised
a clenched fist in an obscene gesture to a
gang of guys who drove by shouting, "That
will teach you to drive fast."
We finally got the car running, but
then my fuel pump gave out. At least
that’s what Steve said was wrong and by
that time I was ready to believe anything
he told me.
I accepted a ride with him into Cupertino, where he lived, although he offered
to take us all the way to our home in
Santa Clara.
I wondered if I would have done as
much for a stranger, or if I would have
been one of the motorists who drove by
gaping at misfortune.
Steve Crumb and the other two oirivets
who stopped to help me taught me a
I’m grateful.
lesson in brotherhood

Staff Comment

Hooray for American Snobs
By FERDINAND FIOFORI
A snob has now become a symbol of one
who disdains his supposed inferiors.
Today, ask someone what kind of person a snob is and such answers as "a
wealthy and rather snooty character who
is grandly patronizing to those of
below," and "one who looks flown and
scorns us commoner4" are given.
Your next door neighbor. in hiding his
shyness from you, will not even return
your "Hi," or look at you twice, might
even he labeled a snob.
Many decades ago, the word "snob" was
used by the upper classes to label a common fellow trying to thrust himself into
their society. For many years the snob
was always a figure of fun.
This old meaning is exactly lite opposite of what a snob is today.
The snob now not only makes fun of
others, but also looks down on them.
Time and events have helped to change

the meaning of snob in our society.
As the urge to improve oneself now
prevails, the snob has overpowered the
upper class by his massive ’numerical
strength.
He now joins with the hierarchy, then
scorns and looks down on his supposed
inferiors who are to him too weak to
climb the "ladder."
A writer once defined a snob as a man
who tries too hard to please those above
him, too little to please those below.
There are certainly many people in ottr
society who fit this definition.
It is unfortunate that wealtlt has beeome the sole yardstick of value, so snobbery is now equated with affluence.
To buy in order to flaunt, to boast in
order to get within a higher group, is
exactly what the Victorian upper class said
their "snob" was doing all the time.
Snobbery in the past was not for the
masses. It was an expensive business and
one needed to be fairly high in the social

scale to climb further up the ladder.
Now, with money spread around more
evenly’, many people are breaking into
the ’aristocracy’ and anyone can be a snob.
Snobs ape the outlook, habits and appearance of their ’betters,’ and also join
groups they believe are a little grtuuler
than their own.
But it can’t be overlooked that many
snobs in quest of better and grander
things have brought changes.
Once, any apartment was good enough
for the college student, hut the snob
asked for a deluxe one. He even prefers
a color TV to a plain black and white
the larger the screen the better for him.
Even his telephone must not have the
same color as that of the ’common’ man!
If the selection of better cars, shoes,
shops, television sets, people and the rejection of all inferior offerings is what
drives a country forward, then "bravo"
to the snob.

Book a ’Fake’
States Prof
In Book Talk

JS Marching Band
omecoming Feature
traditional highlight of Homeiing at SJS has been the halfe show performed by the SparMarching Band.
he band will open its halftime
w with a new and unusual fanwhich was wiitten for this

mmer Studies
Greek Culture
Aegean College
three-year-old sumtner studies
ram with professors from
at Britain, the United States
Greece is being offered at the
ean Institute at Poicis Greece
the Aegean Sea.
’he non-profit institute’s desiged purpose is to offer lectures
1 seminars providing the student
h a basic understanding of atilt and mrxiern Greek culture.
udents, although mostly Amer’, come from all over the world
attend the summer session at
; Greek institute, according to
ifessor W. E. Strand, west
st representativefor the
man Institute.
’he basic courses offered con the equivalent of one semess work. Examinations and rets may be prepared to comte the course, and a diploma is
nted for successful completion
the coutses.
tudents may receive credit
m his home college or univere, with recommendation from
institute.
2.xcursion trips around the area
also available to students atding the session. There is a day
p to Aegina and also the opportity of seeing Greek art, drama,
tory, Byzantine art and anPhlogYi
he cost of attending the Aegean
titute is $325, whictt includes
sit, board, breakfast and one
al, and tuition.
kn occasional trip to Crete is
ional at a cost of $30, not inded in the $325.
kdditional information and apcation forms may be received
m Dr, Niki Scoufopoulos, Dertment of Classics, Brandeis
iversity, Waltham, Mass., or
an Dr. Charles Haws, History
partment, Old Diminion College,
irfolk. Virginia.

Homecoming. The fanfare is designed to show off the band’s Big
Ten brass sound,
Continuing with the show, the
band will next present a drill involving moving formations in geometric shapes downfield to the
tune of "Something’s Coming."
Next, the band vtill present a
special Homecoming formation in
keeping with the theme.
The Men’s Glee Club will then
join the band on the field for the
next two numbers. The Glee Club.
ander the direction of Dr. Brent
Heisinger. will perform as one of
its selections the SJS Alma Mater.
The Band -Aides will be featured
next on the program. They will
present a "hat and cane" dance to
the tune of ’The Lady Is a
Tramp."
As a colorful closing drill, the
band will augment its normally 12member color guard to 24 members
to present a drill featuring multicolored flags. The drill, which will
involve circle formations, will be
to the tune of "Somewhere" front
"West Side Story."
Although this concludes the
band’s official halftime, it will remain on the field and move to a
formation in preparation for the
arrival of the Homecoming Queen
and her court.

SJS Students
Organize New
Advertising Club
A new advertising club has been
formed by the advertising students
of SJS. Students of the journalism
and advertising department formed
the new group after the two national advertising fraternities, Alpha Delta Sigma (ADS) and Garnma Alpha Chi (GAXI, failed to
satisfy local student needs.
The SJS Advertising Club’s new
president, Ben Hilveida, and vice
president, Diane Bates, are planning films, speakers and other programs designed to interest any student concerned with advertising.
Events will be scheduled every
two weeks.
"I think a lot of people are confused, or have the bad image of
advertising," Hilveida said, "we’d
like to change those ideas, and
try to involve as many students
as possible." Meeting announcements will be placed on bulletin
boards and in department offices
around campus.

uropean Summer

Archaeological Trip
Offered in England
Seminar. However, in previous
years students have joined digs on
the palaeolthie in Suffolk, an
Iron-Age hill fort on the Welsh
Marches, a Roman palace near the
south coast of England, a Roman
town near Stratford-on-Avon and
Expanding housing programs, Norman ca-stles in Norfolk and
ty center redevelopment and new Oxfordshire.
ghwa,v projects in Britain are deRECOMMEND CREDITS
roying archaeological sites, and
the Association for
Although
volunteers are needed to rescue
Exchange is a British orst information before it is lost Cultural
ganization and cannot award
rever.
credit if students complete the
Participation Ls limited to stu- seminar satisfactorily and write a
.nts and recent graduates of four paper, the Association will issue
ar accredited colleges with a a certificate recommending six
1" culmulative GPA.
credits for successful completion
The archaeological seminar and of the program.
actical trainin gcourse, July 12
Students may also join a low
Aug. 25, (will be at Merton Col- cost 17-day tour of five countries
ge. the oldest college In the Uni- before the seminar begins, visiting
rsity of Oxford, Haverhill Suf- Tralee, Dublin. London, Copenlk, England.
hagen, C’ologne and Paris.
Cost of the program is $725 inThe initial deposit of $100 is
uding round-trip air transporta- required on application. The balm from New York, sickness, ance Ls due May 1 and it is recomiggage, and airfare insurance, ac- mended to apply no later than
.mmoriation in single rooms dur- Feb. 1, 1969.
Pmfessor Ian A. Lowson, of the
g the seminar, and a simple acmmodation during the period of Association for Cultural Exchange,
teavation, three meals a day, 539 112th St., New York 10025,
lition, and all visits and admis- has further information.
There are many ways to see
trope, but the Association for
Mural Exchange, a British nonofit organization, offers a unique
ty to spend a European summer
an archaeological excavator in

BILL HUBBARD will serve as
grand marshal of Homecoming
this weekend in tomorrow’s parade and game. But he won’t
be able to give all his attention to the football. As supervisor of officials for the Pacific
Intercollegiate Officials Bureau he will be keeping his eyes
on the official,. (For the complete story see Section B, page
3.)

Students
espond
To D orm
Disorganization is the biggest
gripe, but besides that, it’s not so
bad, students say about the highrise coed dorm.
Freshmen seemed to think that
as a dorm it was all right but the
upperclassmen had praise for it,
in comparison to the older dorms.
Sandy Stevens, junior sociology
major, said she likes the atmosphere of having men around.
"Eighth and ninth floors have a
big brother-little sister arrangement," she explained, "and it’s fun
to hold dinners for them."
But she expressed disappointment in the regulations for upperclassmen. "I thought that we would
make our own decisions about
rules in the dorm. They are treating us like 12 -year-olds," she said.
Dave Mori, sophomore recreation
major, pointed out the inconveniences of the unfinished dorm.
"This morning at 8:30, men were
drilling in the walls to install a
nay phone on. our floor," he said.
He also cited the questionable
choice of hours for the linen exchange. "VVho’s up between 8:30
and 9:30 for the point of changing
your sheets?"
Generally, most students interviewed were enthusiastic about
the design of the building, the interior furnishings (once they all
arrived!, and the atmosphere.
Phones in every room are also a
big feature with the residents.
They are also looking forward to
the opening of the cafeteria.
John Hallyburton, senior math
major, expressed the inevitable:
"Even in this place there is too
much bureaucracy. The administration is even more out of touch
with the students than they were
in Allen Hall when I lived there."
Kathy McGurk, sophomore sociology major, said while the old
dorms had only an academic atmosphere, the coed high-rise has
a social and academic atmosphere.
"It’s a good way to meet people,"
she said.
A senior English major, Steven
Paletsas, said he thought the new
dorm was quieter than the older
ones, due to the lack of long halls
and the general structure. However, several other students said
it depended upon which floor you
live on.
-

Dumke Refuses
’Respecfful’
Reinstatement
(Continued from Page 1)
of Murray would end crunpus
unrest.
"At lea.st as important is an attempt at solving the social problems of students in this turbulent
community." Smith added.
Smith, who ordered the campus closed, told the faculty meeting yesterday he is in no hurry to
reopen the campus until all the
problems have been resolved.

-0-

The seminar, which lasts three
eeks, includes classwork, field
sits and practical work. The dig,
six-day-a-waak job
ug. 3-22, is
ithout the usual living comforts.
ccorrunodat ions frequently are
ough under canvas. Most of the
ork, however, can be done as
ell by women as by men.
Participants cannot be informed
their excavation location before
le conuneneement of the Oxford
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HUNGRY?

Skiing Season
Begins in Major
Sierra Resorts

When?
Where? st.

ICK’S
PIZZA

200 BEER (Lucky Light Draft)
AND
950 SPAGHETTI DINNER

uMy best shirts get
ripped to shreds
when wear your
after shave’:

THE NEW
MORALITY?
Sermon by

Send for your
practically rip-proof
Hai Karat
Lottn9ing Jacket.

Rev. Doug Henderson
Ninth St. & San Salvador
Sunday, November 17
Worship Service

I I A.M.

’ The Campus Methodist Church"

Allow t3 oseirs for delivery. Offer expires Apr I 1 1969 If your favorite stool is temporarily out of Hsi Karate, heap solitop.

ALL ABOARD!
the Round
Here’s one stop you won’t want to miss
House. It’s the restaurant where sophisticated young
adults gather to dine or to just have a good time
meeting others while imbibing around the plush sunken
circular bar. The gourmet specialties are: steaks from
specially aged Kansas City corn fed steers and lobsters
from Australia. With a date or alone, you won’t be
disappointed in the Round House the restaurant
that caters to the college crowd. All dinner prices
under $5.

OF LOS ANGELES, CALIF

presents fine and original prints

EXHIBITION AND SALE

ROUND HOUSE

LI’TTLE GALLERY
Art Building, 9th & San Carlos
Open all day Mon., Nov. 18 9.5 P.M.

Job Interviews

Alexander Grant and Co. MaJors
January graduates may sign lc Lab. Majors, HA BS, MA MS
’ up for appointments in the CE. FE, ME, Geology, "Math Phy- Acetg.
Retail Credit Co. Majors, Bu.s.
, Geography.
PI a c i lnent Center 122 S Ninth
(Continued front Page 1)
St., Building AA. Signals. begin
University of California. Has- Admin., Liberal Arts.
points, then drops him when he Plte it Tuesday before and up to tings College of Lave, San FrancisYoung Women’s Christian Asbecomes uncomfortable."
the day of the intemiew.
co. Joe H. Munster, Jr., represent- sociation. Majors, BD ’MS SoC.
use
him
doesn’t
"Ile
honestly
tative in CI1239, 3:30 to 5 p.m. Sciences. Behavorial Sci., Recr.
,ind the book doesn’t speak the! FRIDAY (Nov. 15)
and Physical Ed.
Group Meeting.
truth. A substantial critical anPacific Gas and Electric Co. MaBurroughs Wilicome and CO.
SIONDAY (Nov. IS)
alysis doesn’t exist in the book," jors, BS MS CE.
ME. IE.
General Stills, Inc. Majors. IF:, Majors, any with some science.
he explained.
North American Rockwell, MaFlrepinl.ine Tire and Rubber Cu.
In his review, Dr. Weinstein jors, BS MS FiFi. Physics (Elec- ME. EE, Bus., MBA Emphasis
Ind Emir.
in Marketing or Finance.
said that "more and more groups tronics); MS ME. Math
that should be conflicting with
Caterpillar Tractor Co. Majors,
the structure are becoming inte- ME, 1E, Ind. Tech.. Physical Scigrated, specifically the working ences; BS ’Business and Industry.
class."
Coro Foundation. Niajors, any
"Workers, instead of represent- with a strong interest in governAll the hot cakes you can eat
ing the conflict and contradiction. ment-liolitical
sausages, eggs, juice and fruit!
Plus
are becoming integrated as is evU.S. Army Engineer Topogropheryone else. All the imposing forces
Sunday, Nov. 17th from 8:30 a.m.
and potential forces of negation
noon.
to
are becoming integrated."
ACCEPT STRUCTURE
School Hall 3rd St. at
Reelvid.ary’s
This is because everyone can
be satisfied vtith the system as
Only $1.00.
Cost?
it is and people come to accept
the structure and the irrational
aspects of it, said Dr. Weinstein.
Ski season is here at last. Many
mgr.
eivorersk.eio
He also cited examples that of the major areas should operate
Marcuse used to illustrate hov: this weekend, although the skier
things are becoming integrated with shiny new skis should beware
into the structure which should of uncovered rocks.
be looked to as possible rebellion
Squaw Valley will be operating
sources.
at almost tnaximum with the GonHe mentioned the academic dola, Gold Coast, Siberia, East
structure. bohemiarts and beatr iks Bowl, Dailies Beach, and the upper
who are integrated and on the slopes open.
ANNO1 ArES
level of culttuv, "even art becomes
Heavenly Valley and Bear Vala conunercial function and avail- ley reported yesterday that the
The Sadness Is Out. Happiness Is In Special
able to everyone."
opening looked "very probable."
"Rebellion is sucked into the
The current front is reported by
system," said Dr. Weinstein.
the SJS Meterology department to
In view of the sexual rebellion, be a large one that should leave
"it is not a source of rebellion a good layer of snow in the
because society approves it and Sierras.
sloughs off any energy that might
Manunoth mountain, 40 miles
Ion will find it impossible to he sad while enjoying
be used in a rebellious sense," Dr, north of Bishop, has the mo,t
special from NICK’S l’IZZA (Corner of 8th and
Weinstein said.
It
resort.
snow of any California
Santa Clara I. Just hring this ad with you tonight or
"The structure vtill tolerate sex- has been operating at maximum .
))))))) rrow night, and find out for yourself. Harvey
uality and then it becomes a func- since last weekend and more snow.
he is.
Funk did. and look how
tion of integration."
,
upcoming
the
before
s expected
41,3\4-4-0r6.- romni- wgioivavnimfc4i4i,ci, ,1, 1, , 4 1
What we need, according to Mar- weekend.
cuse, is a "polymorphous sexuality such as infants have where the
whole environment is eroticized
and everything is sexualized."
MEN LIBERATED
"If men can be liberated from
the follies of work, then even their
work can be eroticized," said Dr.
Weinstein.
Dr. Weinstein continued that
the change Marcuse offers is that
change which comes out of social
structure itself.
"But no one can see the situation they’re in," said Dr. Weinstein.
And so "a one dimensional society produces a ’one dimnesional
man’," he said.
Marcuse’s goal is that liberation
will come from the outside, beyond the social structure to creWe keep warning you to be careful how you use
ate a non-hostile, non -aggressive,
Hai Karate& After Shave and Cologne. We even put
non-competitive society, rid of coninstructions on self-defense in every package. But
flict into a world of unity and
harmony.
your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That’s
’The basic appeal is an emowhy you’ll want to wear our nearly indestructible
tional one to escape from the anHai Karate Lounging Jacket when you wear
xieties of an industrial society,
Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime.
whether it is possible or not. MarJust tell us your size (s,m,l) and send
cuse believes this," added Dr.
one empty Hai Karate carton, with
Weinstein.
$4 (check or money order), for each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket to:
Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41A, Mt. Vernon,
N.Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can
be alla less careful how you use it.
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(across from Cinema I 50)

Located af 2655 El Camino Real

open daily 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Fo r information call 296.1224
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6:00 p.m. Poso Montgomery
Show
6:55 p.m. Newsline
7:00 p.m. News Special
7:30 p.m. BBC Summary
7:45 p.m. RiRii0 Francaise
7:55 p.m. Spectrum
8:00 p.m. Only When I Laugh
8:15 p.m. Inner Core
8:55 p.m. Sportsline
9:00 p.m. Droid George Show

Basque Festival Dancers SCU To Si age
Perform Tonight in Dailey Weiss’ Marat Sade
..1zit, the
Featuring Alai:4i
witional stick dams. H., Ohrela
Basque Festival of Bilbao will
perform other danees and songs,
both instrumental and vocal, tonight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission is free.

\ :I..1
The arch dams
ri
will be followed
let ri, the Song of the Immigrant.
Tenor soloist Enrique Villfaena
and accordianist Jose Ignacio
Lasagabaster will be featured in
this selection.

with AgurJaunak
to the audience,
then otter their
leep
I( inbilt
’I ho
I
USO
Sounde,
stick dance follows.

Co-directors Lide and Victor
Olaeta perform in Contrapasa
Eta Museta in this next number. A medieval French BilStille
village dance. Zulx:roalta Dantia,
sets the stage for Sugar Dantza.
’Hie latter dance can be traced
back to the apple vendors from
Naxarre’s Ratan Valley.

Comnienein
.
Eta, a
the
r

cpaptait

chtertaittment

Txistti Solo, an ancient. three holed

quick

Oazz Jam Sessio:1

A.R.T. presents
Jean C,enet s

NEW TANGENT

1 117
40
1
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Actors
Repertory Theater
25 W. San Salvador

University Ave., Palo Alio,
1
Minors Welcome
Res. & Info. 325-8488
.0.:,- ..,-

Fri. & Sat. 8:30 p.m.

11011Sf

will

by
con -

elude the c on cer t sponsored
by the College Union Program
Board.

SNOW WHITE AND FRIEND, here played by
Donna Federico (left) and Linda Vachon (right),
add a great deal of vitality to the cast of Jessie

SAN IBSi 29i 0911

EVENINGS MON.
THRU THURS. 8:00 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:30
suN. 7:00 P.M.
MAT. WLD., SAT., SUN
1:30 P.M.

MANUEL LOPEZ RAMOS
DISTINGUISHED CLASSICAL
GUITARIST FROM ARGENTINA
In Brilliant, Dinamic Performance
8:15 P.M.
November 16
24 - 2:30 P.M.

"Kuhric-.’s special effncts border on
the miraLulaus-a quantum leap
in quality over any other science
fiction Men ever made!" -Newsweek Magazin
"A un:quc.;y poetic piece of sci-fi...
hypratically entertaining! Technically
and irnajnatively it is staggering!"

ADULTS S3.50 STUDENTS $2.75
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
OLD TOWN THEATER BOX OFFICE
SEARS & MACYS
BankAmericard Mastercharge
FOR INFORMATION PHONE: 354-1530
"THE FANTASTICKS"
DECEMBER 13, 14, 20. 21
LOS GATOS

SO UNIVERSITY AVENUC
.i4OLUZZEZZLOE=Talk-

"WARREN BEATTY"
IS

The New Yorker

"A brilliantly conceived cosmic
adventure...so spellbinding I
immediately went to see it again!"
Cue Magazine
MGM i.......-,, STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

; 4.--rs,

.,j

-

NM,

Light Opera
Performance
Tonight

:,. . -

irHURD HATFIELD
ALEXANDRA STEWART
9/4ida9 Wick.44
FRI. NOV. 15 JC 141
7:00 & 10:00 P.M.
ADMISSION 450

III\\
’FIIKATlif:
I IT’. Tlic 11ameda - 297-311611

NOA PLAYING’

"Snow’ White and the Seven
Dwarfs," this fall’s childrens’
theatre production, will open today at 4 p.m. in the College
Theatre.
"Snow White" is presented to
bring alive a classic play as
children know it." says Dr.
Courtaitey Brooks, the play’s
directot .
"Snow White." adapted from
Grimm’s Fairy Tale.; by Jessie
Braham White, is the story of
a young princess, played by
Lin.1. Vaehon. who finds herself
lo-. 1. tile woods. houndt .1 by
....keit stepmother and hed by a band of little men.
t...
In the role of the Prince,
he Donald RusFlorimond.
sell. Karla Hienz will portray
the evil queen and Barbara Hasell.
ler the ..i.Iced
The S.1S produision "is not
sersian,- slated
the Walt lata..
T!... .(.1..11 in the
Dr.

SJS production is a runny one
who gives up magic at the encl.
Wendell Johnson designed the
settings, Berneice Prisk the costumes, Dr. Kenneth Dorst, the
lighting and Phillip J. Flad
special effects and technic:al
direction.
Show dates are Nov. 15, 22 at
4 p.m. and Nov. 16, 23 at 10:30
a.m. and 2 p.m. The Coll...,
Theatre Box office will be op.
daily from 1-5 p.m.

Caie Yhdone,:sia
Saturday night, after the victory over the Panthers, come’
to Cafe Indonesia. It’s the only
restaurant in town serving such
exotic dishes as:
Sate
Nos; Rames
Semur Djawa
Be

our

guests tonight for a
unique dining experience
Closed Mon. & Tues.
445 W. San Carlos
Phone 297.9910

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

it

,

SUPER PANAVISION NOUIVEVMETROCOLOR

B. White’s versi3n of the class’c fairy tale which
opens this afternoon at 4 in the Main Theater
on campus.

Snow White, Dwarfs
To Appear Today

OLD TOWN THEATRE
PRESENTS

Reservations: 297-4797

CENITURY2-110,ftgl_
mum
Nill 10 WNICNASIII

F’ernandez

’BALCONY’

1

your axl

(Bring

Basque flute played

Bonifacio

§ Every Sunday Afternoon
1
From 3:00-7:00
at the
b
S

N

ot Jean "The
Paul Marat as Performed by
the Inmates of the Asylum of
Charenton Under the Direction
of the Marquis de Sticle," by Peter Weiss will open tonight at
8:30 in Santa Clara University’s
Lifeboat Theater, 2350 The Alameda.
Robert
Dal id
and
Stiers
Phelps of the California Shakespeare Festival are featured
the production directed by Roger GrOSS.
Weiss, born near Berlin in
1916. was acclaimed as the successor of Bertolt Brecht when
the play opened in Europe. He
has one novel, "Leavetaking."
roailable in translation.
The play runs tonight and
1..111.a:row night, and continues
Nov. 21, 22, and 23. Tickets are
roailable at the box office.

EXCLUSIVE

4

W:.. ti director George Costa
(.1 .1:
San Jose Light Opera
insisted on authenticity for his
production of ’"I’he King and I",
he turned to two SJS students
from Thailand, Marin Rujirabunjerd and Amaravadee Sevikul.
Marin and Amaravadee are
two out of four SJS students
working on advising the Opera
production, which will be presented tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:30 in Montgomery
Theater.
"According to Marin and Amaravadee "The King and I" is
banned its Thailand because it
puts the king in a poor light,
from the Thai point of view."
Marin, a junior. has gathered
friends from her native land to
aid her in advising Costa and
the cast on pronunciation, authentic COSiLITI10, and mannerisms.
Sherrill Winnek, who plays
Tuptim in the play; has appeared at the Circle Star Theater and last sutnmer toured
the Far East with a USO troupe.
A drama and music education
major, Sherrill hopes someday
to teach in a Junior college.
Stage twinager for "The King
and I" is Mike Ventura, an SJS
music major. He }IRS been in
"Ciunelot" with the .-1.in Jose
Light Opera before
..w.; into
the stage man:. ..sioot

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, Erect people.
Summer and year round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For illustrated literature with complete details on programs offered and
how to apply, write; ISTC, Admisblons, 866 U.N. Plaza, N. Y.,
N. 1’. 10017.
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Peanuts, a Dime a 111,i-kei
4 p.m. dim A) p.m.

OPEN AT 4 P.M. DAILY

1

295-3805

SPARTAN 111.\11,i’:

Sorority ’Presents’ Sunday
Aneurism teas, gifts of flowers and formal dress will he
seen when SJS sororities introduce their fall pledges at
"Presents" Sunday afternoon.
" ’Presents’ is an open house
to the campus and community
wishing to meet the girls," exclaimed Virginia Ellis, tsinhellenic advisor.
Including campus living centers, each house invites guests.
Formal invitations are sent to
alumni and parents.
"Presents" will be held this
Sunday for the convenience of
guests already in town for
-1111

EUROPE
One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

vhich
rater

London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8
San Francisco to Stockholm
August 31

Monday is the last day to
register for the All College Volleyball Tournament, Wednesday
from 7 to 10 p.m. in the Women’s
Gyrn, PER 101.
Spon.sored by Co-Rec, the
tournament Ls open to cued
teams of three men and three
women, or individual sign ups.
Registration tables will be. on
Seventh Street, In the Recreation Department PER111, bookstore, library, cafeteria, Waffle
Tovvers and the PER mall.

Ilth successful year
S249 LONDON R. T.
Aug. 31
June 2S
8289 LONDON/AMSTERDAM
14
Sept.
June 16
Study Courses available in

)

Heidelberg, Paris, Salzburg
Erika KAHN CSC, 213.274-0729
c/o SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
9875 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills 90212

... for any
occasion

d
C

Alter the excitement of the Homecoming
Game, relax tchile you enjoy dining in our
warm setting. Select from a sumptous cuisine
which includes lobster thermidor. chateaubriand, and ring-necked pheasant. Phone
for reservations.
1401 S. First
For Reservations
at Alma
Phone 292-1266
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B’NAI B’RITH HILLEL
is inviting

THE HON. DAVID BEN-DOV
newly appointed
CONSUL GENERAL OF ISRAEL
to speak on "Israel"
Monday, November 18
4:00 P.M. - Journalism 141
There will be a question and answer period.

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY WELCONIE
The time of the Elementary Hebretv
Class ha,s been changed to 4:00 P.M.
on Thursdays at the Newman Center
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DR. ESTELLE RESNICK

Attractive Professor
Mistaken for Coed
By CAROL GRENAGER
Spartan Dully Feature Editor
Hey guys, ever think of asking
your female teachers out?
Well, the idea cm:red to one
young male student at SJS. Etccept that the teacher in questj,41
was so young and attractive that
this modern-day Romeo thought he
was hu.stling a coed classmate.
That is, until the bell rang and
she stood UP in front of the psychology class and announced, "I
am Estelle Resnick."
Five-foot-two-inches, long dark
hair held back with a colored hairhand, wearing collegiate clothes
and sandals, and smiling with big
gray-green eyes
why even the
most perceptive and suspicious
male would never guess! Her
an assistant professor in psychology?
But it’s true. And her ideas
show it.
Holding an A.B. from Brooklyn
College, a Ph.D. from Indiana
University, and beginning her
first semester at SJS this fall
after a two-year teaching position
at San Diego State College, Dr.
Resnick has very definite ideas
concerning her profession.
"I view my position as twofold,"
she said, "one as an educator and
one as a professor. As an educator,
I educate, and as a professor, I
profess a point of view."
"I am not unbiased," she continued. "I go into class and tell
them I am biased and that I have
assumed an orientation and
through this orientation we will
exarnine things."
"I enjoy giving the class my
opinion. I enjoy being able to discuss things with my classes. I’m
egotistical!" she laughed.
The real thrill and meat .,i
teaching, according to the owl
professor, is being able to ’brim
ideas around. "I know many students have changed my ideas, and
I hope I have changed some of
theirs."
Dr. Resnick said teaching is
challenge she likes to meet Vell h
and can grow through. "When my
classes cease to be challenged, we
will fold up in boredom," she
stated.
Born and raised in Bmoklyn
where she was head cheerleader in
high school, ViVaCiOUS Dr. Resnick
called New York City "the most
provincial place in the U.S."
"In New York you develop a
certain outspokeness -- it’s the
survival of the fittest in the Jungle
It was quite a cultural shock when
went to Bloomington, Indiana to
graduate school. I cried the day
when I drove into town and found
that it was about four block
big!"
One of Dr. Resnick’s interests is
folk dancing, of which she has
done exhibition dancing, Her oppo-

More time for Yourself When You

99

CT:4r ii1v0
1600

SOUTH FIRST ST SAN JOSE 193.7700

SALES

WANT A
GREAT

... Assistant Professor of Psychology

,re available for faculty, staff,
and students of The California
State Colleges

11141 pole,’ t Bono, toning date rnay
loch 1.4itt., Naggesi
Bald hnoyht
n/rex a .11.1iii,,t-ran,ass timing room urul
inismato hung.% II, 1ft. 114’41111 11111V OM.
111111’k 14111111 of Spartan .‘"iyuliurn 411 First
Street. II t, also hate a
1.1tour roll.,
shop for your irtory rellbratiou.
I Of

II :11. last SatThe
urday’s
kante was tt
"succer.s" arid there will be another card section tor the 110111C
coming game according tu NVarren lienjamln, chairman of the
Spirit Club.
"We aren’t isonis-ting agwo.
the band." says Beni ki I I.
"We’re working with them to
get the fans more invoked in
the half-tant. activities."
’rhe card section stunts for
Hornet:inning, which is SJS’s
game of the season, will ineluili
a pictuie of Sparti. the queen’s
crown. initials of "Petty Jo
S.IS ’68."
Thorpe," "Hi alum,

Volleyball Signup
Deadline Monday

CHARTER FLIGHTS

For inforrnation:
Office of International Programs
The Celifornia State Colleges
1600 Halloway Avenue
, San Francisco, California 94132

Card Section Set
For Saturday’s
Washington Game

Pledges will be introduced in
receiving lines at formal teas in
each house from 3 or 3:30 p.m.
to 5 or 5:30 p.m., according to
individual plans.
Since houses decide individually on activities for the day,
many are having additional functions in connect ion with
"Presents."

A limited number of spaces

demand, do icti

ilamccominsi

liumecuming activities.

Fare: $225 one way
? viccome
? only
such

Niilt111141

LI)..n to the Vietnamese war and
concern with racism has led her
into spending a good deal of her
free time involved with these
issues.
"I like the activities of the Beademic community -- the cultural
activities. People are thinking in
a dynrunic sense. There are tie.,
thoughts, new ways to approach
things."
Iler biggest reward in teaching
occurred while she was at San
Diego State. "I found out that my
students had sent a petition around
which said that in this day a
gripes trie3 wanted to say something positive
that is, that they
felt that 1 had inspired them. I
was so pleased."
What does she think of SJS’.’
"This campus is so big. ’I am sick
of being lost’. I thought to mysell
one day. However, I am being
stimulated by some. of the students I have in class. It’s good to
be here and I think I run going to
like it."
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INNOVATION?
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With cold weather upon us, Tico’s offers a warm solution. A tasty bowl of
Tico’s chili ! Fantastically spiced to create
a delic,ous meal. What better way to
warm up on a cold night, than at Tico’s
Tacos.

4th and St. James

Phone Orders 297-8421

Red Humphrey’s

ANNUAL TIRE SALE
Nor. 14th, 15th, 16th & 17th
Really Good Buys:
GOOd rich

Firestone
Goodyear
Uniroyal

Discontinued, 15% Off Seconds, 25% Off
Factory Take-Off, save $16
Good Used Tires from $3
EXTR 1 BONUS:

5,000 Blue Chip stamps with
each set of four.
ArraliriatfiREAD-THRU COLOR
and find references at a glance
IN BOOKS, REPORTS and
CLASSROOM NOTES

Major Accent

,r,oc.er2.t Accent

cpartast Sooketore
;ighl on campus

Spartan Texaco
ith & San Carlos

295-9995

Friday. November 11. 106112
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Spartans Seek
Tourney Title
The SJS water polo team will nament at 11:30 ii.m. in the Cal
attempt to start a new mit-mini State Hayward pool.
streak today in the Californi
The University of California upState College Water Polo Tour set the Spartans 8-7 Tuesday to
force SJS into starting a new
streak.
SAN JOSE CA FE’FER IA
But tradition will be going for
89 E. San Fernando
the Spartans, now 12-3 on the
season, in their bid to begin again.
1 Block From Campus
Following each defeat, the SparSave Save Save
tans have been able to bounce
. ill accept enrollment of 25 atm back.
&Ma
Ehperiment On Evolsom.
Coach Lee Walton is so sure
ies for SO a week. I will furnish
am famous Breakfast Special plus his Spartans will bounce back he
flatly declared, "the finals are
Imati & dinner (choice of menu
Thin. dun ri. Breakfast & Lunch Saturday at 6 p.m., and we will
on !nat.
be in them."
Backing Walton’s boast is a
strong combination of offen.sive
and defensive strength.

posters
study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks
r

KIT’S
BOOKS
West Park Plata
Winchester at Payne

378.8400

Sunday 12 a.m.-12 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

One college does more
than broaden horizons. It
sails to them, and beyond.
Now there’s a way for you to know
the world around you first-hand.
A way to see the things you’ve
read about, and study as you go.
The way is a college that uses the
Parthenon as a classroom for
a lecture on Greece,
and illustrates Hong
Kong’s floating
societies with an
hour’s ride on a
harbor sampan.
Every year Chapman College’s
World Campus Afloat takes two
groups of 500 students out of their
classrooms and opens up the
world for them. And you can be
one of the 500. Your new campus
is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with
modern educational facilities and
a fine faculty. You’ll have a complete study curriculum as you go.
And earn a fully-accredited
semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now accepting enrollments for Spring ’69
and Fall ’69 semesters. Spring ’69
circles the world, from Los Angeles
through the Orient, India, South
Africa, to New York. Fall ’69 leaves
New York for Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, South America,
ending in Los Angeles.
The world is there. Here’s a
good way for you to find out what’s
happening. Send for our catalog
with the coupon at right.
Safety Information:The
s.s. Ryndam, registered in the
Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966
fire safety requirements.

D

esperate Cougars Invade SJS

MIKE EI.V1TSKY
spartan Dully Sport% Editor
If Homecoming means anything
you should be able to find the results on the Spartan football field
about 4 p.m. Saturday afternoon.
Kickoff time for the Washington
State-SJS gamic at Spartan Stadium is 1:30 p.m. SJS possesses the
better overall record with a 2-5
mark, with WSU being 1-6-1.
The Cougars record is deceiving,
howmer, as they have been tough
in all their games. For example,
they had Stanford beat until a last
second touchdown and the Tribe
decided to go for the tie instead
of taking their chances for a twopoint conversion and the win.
WSU’s only win was over Idaho,
14-7.
It appears that Don Perkins
may have won the starting quarterback job over his chief competitor, senior Russ Munson. ’Perk’
looked sharp against the Vandals

hut had trouble handing the hall
uff to the backs and threw a couple of interceptions in key situations.
Glen Massengale enjoyed a good
day against the Vandals its he

in pass receiving having caught 23
for 421 yards. Giving support is
Fred Souza who has latched onto
21 passes for 304 yards. Neither
has any touchdowns.
The Spartans’ defense in the

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING RD.
259-3335

SPECIAL!
STIDENT AND FACULTI R 1TES
Turns the corner for valuable yardage
FRANK WEIRATH
against the Idaho Vandals in Saturday’s 35-17 loss to the visitors
from the potato state. Weirath is slated to see plenty of action
this week against Washington State.

GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $ I .25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 50(C
WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Admissions
Chapman College. Orange, Calif. 92666

1969 Volkswagen

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

Please send your catalog detailing curricula,
courses offered, faculty data, admission requirements and any other facts I need to know.
Mr.
miss
mrs

SCHOOL INFORMATION
First

last Name
ame o Sc ool
Campus Address
City
Campus Phone f
Area Code

Street
State

Appiox ,PA on 4 0 _icale

Year in School

Home ddress

Minimum
tvfonthli.
Payments

$199.00
down
plus tax &
license

NOME INFORMATION
Street

City
State
Horne Phone (
Area Code
.
Until
into should be sent to campus 0 home 0
approx. date
I am interested in 0 Spring Fail 0 19_
0 I would like to talk to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT.

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
formerly Spartan Volkswagen
1560 North First Street
286-8800
San Jose

Aurr,
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DEALER

The Home of the Humble Little Bug

caught three passes and scored
on a great individual run on an
end around.
Quarterbacking the Cougars will
be junior Rich Olson. Olson won
the starting job from Jerry Henderson on his performance against
Oregon last week. He ran for an
11 yard TD Ul the final period
against the Ducks.
Olson has passed for 30 times,
hitting on 10 passes, food for 115
yards. He has also rushed for 97
yards in 26 attempts.
Jim Davis is leading the Cougars

first half of Saturday’s game with
Idaho was outstanding. Idaho
quarterback Steve Olson had little
time to find his receivers its
Dwight Tucker, Paul Engle, and
Larry Lester applied much pressure to any would be passer.
Unfortunately the Vandals found
some quick magic as they came
back to score 21 points in the
final period to win 35-17.
The Spartans didn’t suffer any
injuries against Idaho and should
be in good shape for the WSU
game.

Spartan Judo Team
Challenges Alumni

Estrada’s

The Spartan judo team led by
Gary Martin and Doug Graham
Tace the SJS alum.rdtWay-- ai 7
p.m. in the main gym in the fifth
annual tourney with hopes of
capturing their first win.
According to Coach Yosh Uchida, Spartan judo mentor, "enthusiasm is building up for this
event and many graduates are
looking forward in participating.
I give Martin and Graham good
chances for winning."
Invitations were sent out to 60
black belt holders and former
graduates of SJS. Among them is
Ben Campbell, a member of the
U.S. Olympic team, and Howard
Fish, national AAU heavyweight
champion.

Imports & Variety
Medallions
Incense
Rings
Water Pipes
Earrings
We have the largest selection
of psychedelic posters in the
San Jose area.

190 S. 1st Street
297-9176

H A P Py HomEcoml NG
cpaPtatt SoolatoPe
‘;.iyht

on

cainpuJ"

the corduroy classic
Foundation tor every back -to -campus wardrobe. The
classic. corduroy blazer tailored to our traditional
Rams Head specifications, with three buttons, welt
seams and patch flap pockets. Prerequisite for proper
classroom performance from Grodins in chamois or
burnt brown. 29.50

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blossom Hill Road and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday night%

rriday Novembei

irics

crAnT tN

Booters Seek Western Regional Opening
By TIM GARCIA
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
The once -beaten Spill tan soccer
squad travels to Balboa Park in
San Franciseo to meet the USI.

Dons Saturday, at noon, in a tilt
which could make or break their
season.
Saturday’s contest will not unly
decide whether or not SJS will

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning
7 p.m. Evening Service
College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
9:45 a.m. Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. Evening Forum
Meets at Tri-C Bldg , 3rd & San Antonio

Dr. Clarence R. Souls.
Pastor
Barry Keiser.
Minister to Collegians

I I

Dress Up!
Freshen Up!

Over 18
Blood Donors

Ladies Suits
Dry Cleaned
$1.29
& Sat. Only (Nov. 18 & 19)

GOLDEN WEST
CLEANERS
292-1117i2

STUDENTS ONLY

Thir, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
FREE quart

of

milk with each

$1.99 NEW YORK STEAK
$1.39 TOP SIRLOIN STEAK Dinner
Only

ntramurals

to ever capture the NCAA
f The Spartans enter the league
pionship.
decider off a very impressive win
It is interesting to note that over the SFS Gators. SJS out shot
the Don’s director of athletics, j their opponents 35-9 and out scored
Pete Peleta, called USF. "the fin -I them 9-0.
est ever."
Especially heartening to SJS
’Phe Dons will be led into action rooters was the fine play of forby the talented brother duo of Art wards Henry Comacho and Ed
and Connie Roobostoff. Art, a 27- Sturch.
year-old former American Pan Ain
Both players were important
and Olympic star, anchors the for- contributing tnemben; of last seaward line while Connie plays at son’s Western Regional championthe center-half position.
ship team.
Comacho was a first team AllThe USF front wall is one of
the finest in the country. Roobos- American last year while Storch
toff is accompanied on the front was an honorable mention pick.
The Spartan victoty was the
line by Ray Sagastume, Torgeir
Hague, and Hans Friessen.
seventh whitewashing job the deSagastume has been singled out fense has turned in this season.
by Spartan coach Julie Menendez The defenders have only allowed
as "one of the players to watch." seven goals scored against them in
Menendez praised the Don’s the team’s 11 games.
right-wing saying. "He’s real fast,
In speaking about the USF
like a deer. and con really Mal game, Spartan coach Julie Menendez predicted, "It will take a balY00."

Dave Mercer has once again
been named the most valuable -=00000GOGC0OCISOGOOD0001
player in the A division of intramural football. It marics the
second time Mercer has been so
honoted, he was the most valuable player last year also.
As quarterback, Mercer led his
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
team to the semi-finals before
exotic
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
being upset by Me & Them.
Named to the All -College team
Wkole blood donor paid $5
drinks
were Greg I3uchannen anti Mike
per coll,ction. 40 Bassett St.,
Waller,
Theta
Chi,
Lenn
Forge of
San Jose 297-6535.
Reny Donis, and Stan Jorgenson
of Alpha Tau Omega, Al Sequera,
Stan Silbert, and Bill Spe’ncer of
Me & Them, Bill Lyon and Dave
Thtum of Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
ALMADEN TRAILS
Larry Stewart of the Sunshine
Boys, and Rick Holt of Sig Ep.
RIDING STABLES
Waller and Donis were key
RATES:
players in leading ATO into the
Weekdays
1.50
finals, while Silbert was Just outWeekends
2.00
standing in the final game of the
2.50 after 12:00
year.
Entries for Hunch Basketball
HOURS: TUES thru Fri. 12-6
were extended until today.
SAT. & SUN 9-6
Anyone interestcd :11 running in
TAKE ALMADEN EXPWY. 1 MILE PAST TOWN OF ALMADEN
the SJS Turkey Trut must have
RESERVATIONS 264.5251
Cridin, Nov.
their entries .n
15. The run starts at 3:30 Tiles
day, Nov. 26 in front ot the cafeteria on Seventh Street.
COLOR GALORE AT THE GALERIA

Before ton put on that pretty suit
14.i tr. add that magic touch that
path. your bet..1 foot forv.ar41.

21 S. :int

capture the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Contemner but also
which tearn will be the first seed
in the Western Regionals.
Both teams are undefeated in
league play and have only one loss
on their overall records. Both
squad’s losses came at the hands
of the University of British Columbia in the recently held San Jose
Invitational Soccer Tournament.
The two team.a have treated the
league championship like a hot potato over the last four years vvith
each squad winning twice.
Many experts consider the winner of the Western Regionals being the probable favorite in the
NCAA finals. The 1966 USF
eleven is the only western team

$1,19

Includes:
Garlic Bread
Salad, and Baked Potato
Students Must Show ASB Card

JULIAN IV STEAKS
Fourth and Julian Next to Burger Bar

PCAA Challenge
Offers Harriers
1Comeback Chance
Saturday marks the end of the
beginning for the SJS cross country team.
The Spartans will run in the
Pacific Coast Athletic Conference
meet in Fresno at 11 a.m. The
Spartans are hoping to turn in
a strong performance and advance
to some post season meets.
The conference meet looks to
be a duel between San Diego
State and SJS. San Diego, one of
the stronger teams on the coast,
has beaten the Spartans twice this
year.
Leading the Spartan team is
Darold Dent, Andy Vollmer, Byron Lowry, Gary Berthiaume,
Steve Brovvn, Bern’ Kraus and
Dave Barni. The Spartans are
coming off a 15-42 trouncing from
Stanford, a national powerhouse.
Stanford swept the first five
places with Dent and Vollmer
topping the Spartans in sbcth and
seventh respectively.
Other members of the PCAA, in
its first year of competition, ire
Los Angeles State, University of
Pacific, Long Beach State, Fresno
State and University of Cal at
Santa Barabara.

COME IN AND SEE OUR LATLST SHIPMENT
OF CZECHOSLOVAKIAN ENAMEL COOKING WARE

i

NEW HOURS:
TUESDAY - FRIDAY
2 P.M. -5 P.M.
1

131

GM

team effort to win again i
USE. They have an outstandir.
teatn. In fact they are claimie.,
that this year’s squad is belt,’
than the one in 1966 which captured the NCAA championship.

N"1. BEAT ()I
CHRISTMAS CARDS
.12 DIETERENT LINES

r& Books Inc.

Do you see

’25/000
a year
in your future?

We’d like to talk to you about a
genuine career opportunity, where
an annual income of $25,000 to
$50,000 and more is a perfectly reasonable objective.
We’d like to tell you about the outstanding progress you can make in
our rapidly expanding company.
Grants sales volume of one billion
dollars per year will double within
another few years. We’d like to talk
to men who will throw their hat in
the ring in one of the most rewarding, exciting and challenging contests in business! Would you like
the facts right down the middle?
Straight from the shoulder? No
double talk?
Our interviewer will answer your
questions about our management
program in just that way. Ask your
Placement Director for our brochure
and sign up for an interview.
On November 19th

W. T. GRANT COMPANY
RETAIL STORES COAST TO COAST

EAST WILLIAM
SAN JOSE

We are an equal opportunity employer.iwiiiiiiti

jean-Claude Willy talks shop...
Chevrolet Sports Shop
(Freely translated from the French) "I am a man who drives
for sport ... for fun, you know? This is why I am telling you
about the brave new Chevrolet and its Sports Shop.
"Only in the Chevrolet Sports Shop do you find cars
like the Camaro Z/28. Ah, the Z/28. Camaro with
302 V8, more muscular suspension and Hurst
shifter. Only Z 28 offers 4 -wheel disc brakes
like Corvette, also in the Sports Shop.
"You will find, too, the Camaro SS,
Chevelle SS 396, Nova SS and the big
Impala SS 427.
"The Sports Shop. Part of the
Sports Department at your
Chevrolet dealer’s.
"But of course."
Putting you first, keeps us first.

Featuring Such outstanding brands as:

For all of your
skiing needs,
come to the
Ski department
in Reed’s Sport
Shop. Experts
will help you for
all your skiing
needs.

Head
Fischer
Bogan
Lange
Koflach
Henke
717

COMPLETE RENTAL FACILITIES

eecii

Sport(
’

3151 Alum Rock Ave.
258-5305

Jean-Claude Killy, winner of three gold
medals in the 1968 Winter Olvmpirs.

IRA

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
’14,en, 4 reek & Winchester
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

OVER 1,100 GENERAL MERCHANDISE

SATURDAY
P.M. -5 P.M.

Skiing

Happiness is

awed

\ .11 ISE’S TH,IST

’69 Camaro 27.28

See the Super Snorts at your Chevrolet dealer’s Sports Department now.

-77":

Jet Charter
YORK
NEW
ROUND TRIP
$1 34"
plus tax

I.v. Oakland: Dec. 20
Return:
RESERVE NOW!
LIMITED SPACE!

I To HoW Interviews
A lepresentative from the Petn
tmenean Petroleum Corporation
will be on campus Tuesday to interview interested Geology majors
with a geophysics background for
summer employment in the Rocky
Mountains area.
Interested students should sign
up now for appointments in the
Placement Center, Bldg. AA, 122
S. Ninth St.

Naval Rep Here
reFresentathe from the Naval
Missile Center, Point Mugu, Calif.,
will be on campus Tuesday to interview engineering and mathematics majors.
’the meeting will be held in CH 3 10 I, m.

For application forms
phon or write

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St., San Jose
Ph. 293.1033
After 7 p.m, Ph. 251-4126

8 %--SPARTAN DAILY

VAUGHN
FRE-HOLIDAY
1/4 PRICE SUIT

SALE

Spartaguide

-e-

Tt/S1ORROW
Spartan Orlocci. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m..
Leininger Center, 13100 Sent( 1.
Road, San Jose. Dance theme
I "In -Soul" with live music provided
lby the Enchanters.
Weekend Co-itee, 12:30 p.m. No
i Co-Rec this Saturday because of
Homecoming. Will resume Satur, day, NOV. 23.
Spartan Orifice’, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., at Lennger Center. Volleyball tournament followed later by
:,1-ty from 9 p.m. to 1 San.

I

1........0.110114.

SATHER GATE CLOTHES
Now 1,/2 Price
iiir
ire stock of natural
inkier suits now at
12 price during Vaughn’,
--h. ditlay bonus event.
sizes from 35 short to I,:
t ra long. Choose from
t, I s4uits,
Sharkskins, Wor,ti
I- Limited time only!
Early selection ark isaide.
79.50
89.50
100.00
115.00
135.00

DANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
SuitS

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

39.75
44.75
50.00
57.50
67.50

(WM
11

Nt IIER GATE
s SHIA’S

SOLTII FOURTH ST.

VT I

ANNOUNCING

tonio Streets. Seminar. "Is the
a’ODAY
International Students, 7 p.m., Local Church Obsolete?" Followed
Cafeteria A and 13. Social hour i by it forum at 5:95 p.m., "Profile
with a variety of thfreshments ktf the Navigator."
Poetry
College
miwrimental
from 7 to 8 p.m. before leaving
for the Basque Festival. Everyone M’orkshop, 2 p.ni., St. James Com.
welcome.
!inanity Center, at St. JaIllen and
Phi Alplut Theta, 8:30 et.ni., Third streets.
-Faculty’
Student
Cafeteria A.
Wesley-VCCM, 6 p.m., St. Paul’s
breakfast.
Dr.
Brett Melently. Methodist Church, San Salvador
chairman of Department of His- and Tenth Streets. Dinner 40
tory will be guest speaker. All cents. followed by a program at
metnbers please attend.
&IS Ski Club, 6:30 p.m., between the Men and Vt’omen’s Gym.
Last ice-skating trip before thc
ski season. Going to Belmont by
car - $1.25 and 15 cents for
skates admission. Everyone Wi’lCOMe.
Japamsee and American St dents’ Organize ti. in, 11.30 a.ni
planniti.
Important
Cafeteria.
meeting for "Tokyo Night."
Newman Center, 12:15 p.iii
Bring lunch
Open discussion ztnd questions, issues anti problems
to discuss.
Alpa PI Omega, 7 to 10 p.m.,
JC191., Friday Flicks. "Mickey
One," starling Warren Beatty cents.

For careers 14 ith the Federal Gmernment

The Federal Service
Entrance Examination

7 p.m.
SIONDAY
11111e1 Activitien, 9 p.m., JCI41.
David Ben-Dov, consul general 0T
Israel, will speak on "Israel."

Pant9

Friday, November 15, 1968

ON CAMPUS - WALK IN

Saturday, November 16, 1968

Pe , BOOK

8:30 A.M. RM. 112, SCIENCE BLDG.
Open to all seniors & grad students
Sample questions and qualifications briefs
available at the Placement Office

STORE,INC.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
MECHANIC - to install transmiss on in
Renault. Call Vicki at 287-6058 after
4 p.m.
COLLEGE GIRLS. Work for the S. F.
Chronicle in our Sunnyvale office selling
trial subscriptions. Working hours will
fit your schedule. Average pay is $2.25
per hour. Call for interview appoint.
ment 738-1818.
MEN OR WOMEN, Full or P/T. Must
have auto. Sell & deliver calendars. No
exp. necessary, salary or comm. Call
294-1187 or 374-0399.

46NNOUNCIMENTS (1 /

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
WASH ID WAX ITI VAC ITFYOU
sCNDAY
-c’t beat it. ASTOR’S CO1N-OP AUTO
Campus Crusade for Christ. 2.’ASH. 732 S. 1st - 804 Lincoln Ave.
"College Life." 9 p.m., 384 E. Wil- NAVIGATIONAL CAR RALLYE by
liam No. 1. Everyone welcome.
classes - 2 routes. BeginnersvM.
out what a raliye is like. Award
Spartan TRI-C, 9:95 a.m., TRI-c
Fratern’ty team. 2 participation
best
A,,
Building at Third and San
eques per car. Starts at Stanford
MOUSING (51
opping Center in Palo Alto, 6-9 p.m.,
’,I -v. 16, 1968. Entry $3.00 per car. For
MOTHER
OLSON’S BOARDING
327.3349.
_all
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
121
,ADTOMOTIVE
maid service. On campus 23? E. San
10c each
Fernando off 122 N. Bth. $26.50/wk.
Special Quantify Discounts
57 VW Bus with ’64 engine. Excellent 293.6345.
ca, cond. $550/best offer. Bed. STUDENT TO SHARE I bdrm. apt. 502
No Waiting
4 ..,49
S. 4th. #6. Phone 297-6249.
(Los Gatos)
Copies Anything Printed
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S.
66 MINI -COOPER ’S.. Must sell
Bes+ offer takes. 296-1257. 1 Ith. Apt #6, $54/mo. Call Colette
’58 CHEVY IMP. 2 dr hdtp, P/S, P/B, 298-1414, ext. 47 or 287.7283.
233 with 4 brl., new tires, good CONSIDERATE, Liberal female needed
(student rates)
.cd ...oholstery. Excel. mech. cond. to share apt. $60/mo. 620 3. 9th *8.
2’2).4358.
Call 287-7951.
58 TR3, 2.2 liter & other mods. Excel HOUSE FOR RENT: family, unfurn., 2
od. Nover raced. 257-4006 after 6 story, 5 blks. from campus, cots. drps..
appliances, 4 bdrm., 2 bath, dnrm
MGB STEERING WHEEL. New, unused livrm. w/firepl. $250 lease. Call 294mahogany/chrome. Fits all but ’68 6414. Ext. 2277 or 2480.
model. Call 286-8857.
URGENT 1-2 Fem. roommates needed.
YAH-AMA Men. Fast - Must sell, 2 bdrm. 11/2 bath, close to campus.
Call Diana. 287.7651.
Elec. typeveriters
251.9195.
Call
$225.
New portables
1967 BSA 650cc. twin carbs, exc. cond. NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
apt.
at unapp. Kennedy Hall. 2 bdrrn.
ey fast, never raced. Retail is $1000
Rental -purchase
$55/mo. 555 S. 10th *3. 298-3191.
1 - $900. 287-5170 after 6.
Fre.. delivety
NEED GIRL ROOMMATE,
59 VW. $379 Good condition. Call DEC.
share luxury apt. rear campus. Fire779-0533.
i.
place,
287-1640. Sherry, after 5.
$55/mo.
’63 CORVETTE. 4 sp. 327 340 HP. Me.
TO SLEEP ONLY.
1
t e Li el. mech. cond. $1850. NEED A PLACE
Near campus. Tue. and Wed. night.
v nor. 294-6711.
(Have
6 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
7:30
class
on
Wed. & Thur.)
’54 VVV 1-...ellent condition. Only two
295-6765
c new. New clutch. brakes Floor OK. Will pay. Call Pat at 941ji0 cash. Call 287.41340. Ask 5351.
FEMALE UPPER DIV. or Grad to share
’54 MILITARY JEEP. $800. Clean. Call lg. 3 bcirrn. ho,cn w/3 girls near campus. Call 293-2170. Own room.
’
ier 4 p.m.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: 638 S. 5th. Rm.
;65 SUZUKI 250 cc. Must sell. $200. & kit. priv. $38/mo. Up di,
2872754 after 7 p.m.
’66 HONDA S-65, 4 sp, 50 mph. Runs
ols and license. A steal at
j
.’- -/96.
’66 TR 650cc TT Soecial. Street
..
-1. chrome, very
eg

XEROXR COPIES

RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt:
1/2 block from campus. $40/mo. Cali
286-1465 after 8 p.m.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Quiet residence near school. $50/mo. Upper div.
or Grad. pref. Call 297-1390 or 2950784.

HAVING SPANISH TROUBLES? Have
8 yrs background, all necessary equip.
avail. Call 295.6932.
DRESS MAKING and restyling, also
specialized in Chinese Cheung Sam.
Student Rate, call Doris 287.3048.
TYPING MY HOME. Fast, accurate,
good rates. Only 25c a page. Call
Sandy 286-4619. Live 457 S. 9th *9.
LOST AND FOUND (61
TYPING - THESIS. term PaPars. Mc
LOST: KEY CASE, brown. Wed. 10/29. experienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
8th and William, 2:30 p.m. Urgent, Re- LEARN TO FLY. Special student rates
ward. Call Francis 286-1636.
on my airplane, $7.50 per hour plus
instructor. Call 298.1978 after 5 p.m.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
51.1e0C2.5 181
MOO per month. Call 377-2935.
RENT A STEREO OR TY FROM
delivery, free service
ESCHES. Fr
TRANSPOSIATION .91
No contract. Call 251-2598.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 typc DRIVING TO CASPER, WYOMING
styles. 948-1781.
over Thanksgiving holiday. Riders neediPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experi- ed to help drive. Call 265-1594 eveenced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 nings.
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPEAIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
tric. Masters - Reports - DissertatiOns
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave
Cell 37I -039S. San Jose.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married.
sharing water. George Larimors. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis. term
papers, etc. Call 258-4335.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

To Place
an ad:

TYPING MY HOME. Nerd. accurate.
reasonable. Corrections made. Call Mrs.
Taylor any time. 292-4590.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Hair.
cuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Barber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College, go west on Santa Clara.

Come to:

-Se

’60 KHARMAN ,H!A

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

I
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10:30-12:30

KiIRt SALE 131

GIBSON 12 String Guitar. Sood coed
S115. Call 258-9830.
1 BLACK, I FAWN Great Dane Pup.
pies, AKC reg. Show or pet. 3 mo. old.
$150_ Call 724-4835 or 374.0148 after
5 P.m.
MUNTZ 4 track car stereo. speakers
not included. Model CI00. $70. Call
297-9957. ask for Tom Flautt.
2 JUDO SUITS. Large size. Good zoo.
dition. 294-1903.
INVESTORS: 80 acres. $750 per acre.
10% down Off Bear Creek rd. Redwood
& year round crept, 20 min. from SJ.
Owner 41595P 29j,

lo
.8

I\ 1

:

j

te

Tues.-Thurs.

Excellent me,h.
,, offer. Must

’H

th
wi
of

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

1,

n
-

ft
S,

MWF

tt

9:30-11:30
Send

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

fI
cl
S

HELP WANTED 141

Classifieds.
1

MAN OR WOMAN. full or Part-time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Routs. 30-50%,
Comm. Gond earnings. 358 N. Mont.
gomery. 297.4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

LOCAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
needs young lady to contact customers
by telephone for Celif. home after
school hours. Our office is walking
distance from campus. Top salary low% For inter. Cell Mr. Dolan 287.
6083.

0 PROF 61,INSF

tA4AOA:1VM PAPER. No refunds pouible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces lor each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

1.50
4 lineri- - 2.00
2.50
g lines
3.00
6 lines

t6 v%Mr"

Faster absorbency. Longer protection. That’s
the extra security you get with new Meds, the
only tampon with this double -protection design: an outer layer of larger fibers that absorb
instantly, plus an inner layer of tiny fibers
0-.31 store more, longer.

4.’""into
’.fx
II

Add this
amount for
each addi
honal line

W7ilt

:-A.
Comes in the first gen’ le, flexible piaslic applicator.

MC Coy 140 MOW

One day

’MAUI MARK:

*5

Two days

-air-2.50
3.00
3.50
.50

Three days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Four days

Five days

2.4t- 2.50
3.00
2.90
3.40 -1-.5114.00
3.90
.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
El Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
I fur 3,1:1. (3)

n

Print Name
Address

D Personals (7)
Help Wanted (4)
El Services (8)
I) Housing (5)
Transportation (9)
11 lost .3..9 Found (6)

n

For

Days

Enclosed is

City
Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 10SE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear
J
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. . . HOMECOMING 1968
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By JAY CARTER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A Homecoming means many things
d one thing it means is a parade.
he impatient youngsters, parents and
Ilegians who will wait along the
Happiness Is" marching route from
t. James Park to the on-campu.s corer, San Carlos and Seventh Streets,
ill see a festive review of popular,
ostly old-fashioned things.
Old fashioned! Essen t iall y that
eans trying to make it "bigger, better
d flashier."
Here’s what will happen:
At 10:15 a.m. a ponderously grand
efile of some 52 entries, enlarged by
e fresh addition of four high school
o.ats and the munificent quantity of
8
count ’em
18 bands, will leave
t. James Park to march south on
’rst Street to San Carlos, then east
o the Seventh Street corner of the
ampus.
The reviewing stand, between Macuarrie Hall and the Alumni Associaion Office, will be manned by Presient Robert D. Clark, the deans of
S, their wives, and other dignitaries.
d popular KLIV disc jockey Scott
t. James is to appear as commentator:emcee.
Grand Marshal William Hubbard. of
he physical education department,
’11 lead the procession. This honored
office goes to a man who has coached
35 years at SJS. He has guided at
different times every intercollegiate
team in all sports.
At his back will sound the SJS
Marching Band, escorted by the entertaining contrast of the ROTC Drill
Team and the girlish prance of the
Spartans’ familiar "Band-Aides."
Martial and pop strains will come
from the 17 high school bands. One
of the greatest attractions of this
Homecoming for the high school musicians, according to a parade publicity worker, is the invitation to the
football game -- where the halftime
show spotlights the SJS Marching
Band.
The parade also features contingents
from honor societies, the Blue Keys,
Spartan Shields and Spartan Spears.
With a "Happiness Is" Homecoming
theme, a children’s float will highlight
Snoopy adventures, says Rick Potter,
Homecoming committee parade chairman.
More "Peanuts" characters will be
brought to life following the Queen’s
float .
An extraordinary number of novelty
class floats will appear, enlivening the
stream of spectacles.
Potter believes the parade’s attendance and public reception may he even
better than that of last year since the
route is shorter and simplified, making more parking space available on
San Fernando and Third Streets.
But if you can’t get it parking place,
tune In your TV to channel 11, KNTV.
where the SJS radlo-TV team will
broadcast the parade.

Special Edition Staff
Editor

Pat Wanek

CONTRIBUTORS
Loyei Brooks, .lay Carter, Barry
Cooper, Mike El% itsky. Rick Firth,
Syl%ia Fraire. Ray Giles, Carol
Grinager, Dee thirsts, Lee Squyres,
Chet Wood, 1,araine Yamamoto,
Doane Yawger
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Wayne Nicholls, Diana Kelly,
Roland Morguner
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Peanuts Family
Sparks Festivities
By BARRY K. COOPER
sPartan Daily Staff Writer

Weekend Sched tile

THANK. YOIr
Charles M. Schulz

8:90 p.m.

for
your special contribution
to SJS’ Homecoming

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

TODA)
Bonfire rally and dance -- Santa Clara County Fairgrounds at Tully and Tenth Streets. Free witli Student
Activity Card.
SATURDAY
Homecoming parade
Will originate ai St. James Park
and travel south on First Street, east on San Carlos, ending at San Carlos and Seventh Streets.
Football SJS vs. Washington State.

Snoopy, the Charles M. Schulz, character famous for his reoccurring encounters with the World W£U. I Teutonic aerial knight, the infamous Red
Baron, will navigate his battle-torn
doghouse toward SJS in hopes of joining with students in the Homecoming
activities of his alma mater, San Jose
State.
Believe it or not, Snoopy received
his first formal aviation training at
SJS, majoring in aeronautics and serving as "air battle" officer in SJS’s
Flying Twenty.
Snoopy, who pilots his Sopwith
Camel with the finesse of a flying bird,
now resides in Sebastopol, Calif. (population 3,000) with his immortal Peanuts family and his creator, Charles
M. Schulz.
Charlie Brimn, who positively will
never win a baseball game; Lucy, with
her expert advice and crabby attitude;
Linus and his blanket and Schroeder,
who can play Beethoven on his piano,
are among the Peanuts family who
join with Snoopy week after week to
bring joy and laughs into the hearts of
millions.
Today’s syndicated Peanuts cartoon
was an outgrowth of Schulz’s pre-1950
cartoon strip, Li’l Folks. In 1950 the
United Features Syndicate bought Li’l
Folks but because it competed with
another strip called Little Folks, the
syndica te recommended Peanuts.
Schulz relented to the syndicate’s
crunchier title and today readers
across the nation still look for a character named Peanuts. As of yet, he
still has not been found.
Very few humorists have been taken
as seriously as Schulz. The Peanuts
people have been analyzed by psychologists, debated by professors and
quoted by theologians.
One such philosopher, who is highly
respected by Schulz, is Robert Short,
who wrote "The Gospel Acctording to
Peanuts." Short believes Peanuts
makes parables about the basic Christian belief in blind faith and love, and
takes as a text Matthew XVIII: 4:
"Whoever humbles himself like this

Queen Betty Jo Reigns Over Activities
Betty Jo Thorp, 19-year-old junior
from Burbank, was crowned Saturday
night as SJS’ 1968 Homecoming Queen
at the new informal Homecoming
Dance.
Betty Jo, who reigned over Homecoming activities this week, was selected with four princesses from a
group of 10 finalists.
An English major, she has been
active as a freshman camp counselor,
Band-Aides, orientation leader and a
member of Delta Gamma Somrity. She
was sponsored by the marching band.
Ann Barros, Homecoming princess, is
a 19-year-old sophomore sponsored by
the Spartan Shields. Active in the Personnel Select ion Committee, Ita I ly
Committee and Orientation Committee,
Ann was also a freshman camp counselor,
A social science major from San
Leandro, she hopes to incorporate her
major with her love of travel and combine the two in her future plans.
Sponsored by Waffle Towers, the
cord high-rise dorm, Lorraine Kitajima
was selected as a princess also.
Her activities include the Junior
Japanese-American Citizens League
and Spartan Ortocci. She is a 19-yearold sophomore from Haywarsl.

The third member of the Homecoming court is Joan Maher, 20-year-old
public relations major from Ogden,
Utah.
Sponsored by Markham Hall, Joan’s
activities are numerous. They include
student government. vice president of
the Associated Student Governments of
America, chairman of All-Women’s
Council, Operation Committmcnt, vice
president of the International Association of Students of Economics and
Business and the Public Relations Student Society of America.
Joan has also been active as a freshmen camp counselor, orientation limier and in Spartan Spears, Rally Committee and peer gmup.
Joni Miller, physical education major from Newport Beach completes
the court for this year’s Homecoming.
She has been active in Alpha Lamixia
Pi, Natani, A Club, Ftally Committee,
Kaydette Commander and Sigma Chi
Sweetheart .
Joni, 21 -years-old, Wilt; sponsored by
Gamma Phi Beta Somrity. Her future
plans include an internship next year
teaching physical education, mainly
gymnastics, on the secondary level.
She also hopes for it trip to Europe
sumo:there in the future.

child, he Is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven."
Schulz, a member of a Scriptureoriented Prot es tan t denomination
called the Church of God, has a dozen
Bibles, including a 12-volume set of
th.. Interpreters’ Bible in his home.
He conducts an adult Sunday school
class as the Sebastopol Methodist
Church and is well aware of Peanuts’
theological implications. At the conclusion of an address which he delivered
at St. Mary’s College in Sacramento,
Calif., he read the lines from Roman.s
VII:26: "Likewise the Spirit helps UB
in our weakness."
"Charlie Brown," Schulz explained,
in an interview in Life Magazine, "is
a victim of his own weakness. He is
wishy-washy, but that doesn’t mean I
don’t like him. We all have our faults.
"Lucy’s not as smart as she thinks
she is. Behind her surface there’s
something tender, but perhaps if you
scratched deeper you would find she is
even worse than she seems."
Her brother Linus seems to be the
brightest, admits Schulz. He has the
most promise of accomplishing things,
but he has the weakness of clinging
to his security blanket. All the Peanuts gang have flaws. Scivoeder can
play Beethoven on his piano and knows
everything about the great musicians.
"For example," said Schulz, "Schroeder knows that Beethoven was the
first U.S. President."
For a brief while, a new character
appeared in the strip. He was Jose
Peterson, billed as the world’s greatest
baseball player. "But I sent him back
to the other neighborhood," says
Schulz, in the Life interview. "He just
may have been too good."

Welcome Grads
Welcome .4lumni:
Welcome back to your alma mater.
Homecoming at colleges and universities throughout the United States
is the traditional time when both
recent and oldtime graduates return
to their educational homes.
Throughout the years homecoming
ha.4 developed as an opportunity to
meet trith former classmates, roommates. professors and administrators.
It is a day to reminisce and a day
to learn: it provides an opportunity
to swap the latest ideas in one’s
own business and profession with
students and faculty; and tnost important of all, it brings the college
and its alumni together for the hen.,
fit of both, to share time. knowledge
and resources.
This year’s homecoming theme
. ", has one more
"Happiness Is
element for its alumni. It provides
an excellent opportunity for the
alumni to see first-hand the Ire.
nientlinix physical growth and expansion of the college.
In addition, I’d like you to join
me in discovering the equally trememlous academic growth San Jose
has experienced. I challenge you to
discover nith me why San Jose
State’s nation-wide re pu lotion is
growing each day. I challenge you
to see with me the dynamic. significant work being done in our
science laboratories, research cert.
ter, and classrooms. I want you to
sense the atmosphere of academic
excellence encontpoxiiing your
campus.
Sincerely.

BETTY JO THORP was crowned 1968 Homecoming Queen Saturday night by
Kathy Simms, little Sister of Omega Psi Chi Fraternity, in the name of Valerie
Dickerson, last )ear’s clueen.

Patrick Spooner. ’55
National President
SJS .4lumni issociation
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Flames and Fun To Fly High
At Homecoming Bonfire Fest

Other Names Or No
Mention Was Former
Homecoming Habit
By LEE SQUTBES
San Jose State has not always
had a Homecoming as it is lcnown
today. Issues of the college paper
in the past have referred to Homecoming, the Grtuid Rally, the Annual Rally. the rally, and a gettoget her.
The Nov. 6, 1953, issue of the
Spartan Daily announced "The
7106 students enrolled at SJS college this quarter greet you (the
alumni) and wish you well." The
1953 Homecoming game was a 7-6
victory over the College of the
Pacific. Game attendance reported
by the Daily was 17,855.
"The crowd was the second
largest in SJS’ college history.
The high mark," the ’53 edition
read, "was set by the College of
the Pacific game of 1949 when
Eddie LeBaron led the Tigers to
a 45-i victory over the loczds."
DREAMT MUSIC
The Nov. 3, 1947, Spartan Daily
never mentioned Homecoming but
remarked that there would be a
rally followed by dancing. The
Daily assured students "the music
still be dreamy and danceable.
Previous to 1947 the Daily made
rrequent mentions of Homecomings. During this time the annual
event WaS Called "The Grand
Rally" or "Annual Rally." In 1937
the SJS paper announced that San
Jose State had been defeated by
the Santa Clara Broncos 25-2. This
issue was one of the last to refer
to Homecoming.
The Daily noted that the queen
for 1937 "may be queen for the
Santa Clara -San Jose football
game; she was elected by the San
Jose State football team; but she
prefers dates with Santa Clara
football men."
The Nov. 1937 issue continued,
"Now if SJS comes out on top
after the game Saturday, maybe
the queen will decide that State
varsity me are a mite better than
Santa Clara men and that will
dear up the situation remarkably."
COLLEGE TIMES
In 1926, The Spartan Daily was
a weekly issue called The State
College Times and SJS was "State
Teachers College." The Oct. 20,

1926, issue of the State College
Times referred to the Homecoming event as "The Annual Rally."
The edition read "The much overworked freshmen ... have already
gathered a great deal of firewood
for the bonfire and parade. The
frosh can be depended upon to
make a real fire."
SCHOOL SUPPORT
This same issue made no reference to an elected queen but reported, "Elmer Johnson talked to
the Student Body, emphasizing
school support. Also Captain Tiny
Carlson gave a brief talk concerning the fellows on the team."
In 1924, the college newspaper
never mentioned an event
similar to Homecoming. Dances
were held, however, and the paper
announced, "Two hundred couples
enjoyed our last big dance, and
this one proves to be even larger.
The chaperones are already planning an evening of dancing. As
usual, there will be plenty of good
punch, and we hope plenty will
come."
On Nov. 2, 1923, the Times reported the "Big foot-ball rally was
a crowd of the most enthusiastic
people that any college could
boast." The paper continued,
"Thursday evening, soon after
dark, a crowd began to gather at
the stadium. By seven-thirty, there
were four hundred students assembled."
GIRLS’ SKIRTS
The college papers published
earlier than 1920 seldom mentioned dances. Only in 1910 was
there a social event resembling
today’s Homecoming mentioned,
and this was a list of rules to be
obeyed: "Girls must go to the
preceptress’ office and have their
costume skirts measured to be
sure they are not over two or
three inches from the ground ..."
The earliest social events were
not published in the school paper.
In 1885, San Jose State, then
called The State Normal School.
published a paper monthly called
The Norrnal Index. This was a
collection of poetry and philosophy - no place for an account of
a dance, rally, or Homecoming.

SCOTT ST. JAMES

... emcee tonight

Pop Jock Socks
Rock at Bonfire
By LOYCI BROOKS
Looking for an eligible bachelor, girls? Then the SJS homecoming bonfire may be your opportunity. Scott St. James, the popular
KLIV disc jockey, will be emcee
for the event.
St. James, who haiLs from South
San Francisco, airs from 2-6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and 6-12
on Saturday mornings. He plays
primarily the latest rock tunes,
and although he loves all music,
the "soul sound" is his particular
preference.
"I love to go," states St. James
who drives a 1968 GTO convertible,
artd includes drinking, dancing, and
conversing with people among his
favorite social outlets.
Though only 25 years old, St.
James has held many unusual jobs
including owning and managing
two radio stations, being a soldier,
a professional bowler, a private detective, a vacutun cleaner salesman, and an assistant manager of
a realestate-finance office.
Being exposed to such a range of

By RAY GILES
Have you ever danced by the
light of a 50-foot bonfire and to
the music of a rock group called
"The Pi"? Have you ever sung the
Spartan fight song to the swinging
beat of the San Jose State pep
band?
Tonight will be a grxxl time to
try not only these activities, but
also to see and to meet the Homecoming Queen and her court,
Grand Marshal Bill Hubbard, football coach Harry Anderson and
some of the San Jose football team
as the Homecoming rally and bonfire are celebrated in grand fashion
at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds beginning at 8.
All activities are free with a student body card. The site is pztrking
lot No. 2 (the open field adjacent
to the fairgrounds’ main entrance)
on Tully Road and 10th Street.
Master of ceremonies for the
rally, from 8 to 9, and the dance,
following fmm 9 to midnight, is
Scott St. James of radio station
KLIV.
The bonfire, a mass of 250 railmad ties, is being built by Alpha
Phi Omega, a service fraternity,
with wood donated by Southern
Pacific Railroad.
It will be lighted at 8:30 by the
queen and Spardi. San Jose State
mascot. The Spartan cheer leaders
and song girls will precede the
lighting ceremonies with yells and
chants guaranteed to stir the
crowd into a frenzy of school spirit.
Once the fire is ablaze, Coach
Anderson will introduce part of
the San Jose team and the cheer
leaders and song girls will return
to lead more yells.
A facsimile of the Washington
State Cougar, built by Phrateres,
women’s service organization, will
be placed atop the bonfire for a
proper funeral.

activities has prompter! this philosophy of life from St. James,
"Things may come to those who
wait, but there’ll be things left
over for those who hustle."
When asked his opinion on two
of today’s most pressing problems,
the Chicano-Black movements, and
Vietnatn, St. James explained that
he isn’t familiar enough with the
first issue to comment, except in
the recent controversial Olympic
protest by John Carlos and Tommie Smith. He remarked, "I wasn’t
offended at all. My thought was if
you believe in it, go ahead on."
Regarding Vietnam, he expressed
more definite thoughts. Originally
a "hawk," he even had suggested
we make a parking lot out of
Hanoi. As of late, however, he has
felt a growing disillusionment with
the war and is unsure what steps
By svLyiA PRAIRE
should now ,be taken.
"it’s kid stuff."
What of future plans for the
"I went to the games in my
personable D.J.? They include
opening his own night club some freshman and sophomore years,
day, and continuing work in stage but not now."
I
"What is Homecoming?
shows and telesision.

The annual bonfire, rally and dance will be held a+ the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds (Tully and Tenth Streets) Friday nigh+
starting at 8. The bonfire, consisting of 250 railroad ties donated
by Southern Pacific Railroad, was constructed by Alpha Chi
Omega. Here, from left, Mike McCloskey, co-chairman of Alpha
Chi Omega, Mike Layne, another co-chairman, and Dave Schoenstein, vice chairman, contemplate their task. KLIV Disc Jockey
Scott St. James will emcee the rally and dance.

Students, Faculty Express Views
On the Spirit of Homecoming at SJS
Bible to identify with school activities; it is hard to feel involved.
Many said it is a computer school
and that they are on campus only
for classes.
Hope Billanueva, sophomore
Spanish major, said, "I commute
from Morgan Hill, but I wouldn’t
go to the game if I lived in town.
I’m just not interested."
"I wasn’t enthusiastic about
Homecoming in high school, and
I’m not now," said Victor Ragirls are able to grasp a routine mirez, senior electrical engineering
quickly because we do a new major.
Sherry Heath, sophomore sodance each performance," comments Donna Pickens, Band-Aide ciology major, said she does not
feel any school spirit. "But I’m
leader.
not knocking it," she said, "I
FINAL SELECTION
think it’s great. I was head varCompetition continues until the sity cheerleader in high school."
Patricia Crawley, junior English
original number of girls is reduced
to a group from which the final major, said, "I have a family and
selections can take place. As the don’t find time for extra-curricutry-outs continue, the girls learn lar activities." She also pointed out
more and more of the routines anri many students are working while
dance steps in order to stay in going to school and may be seven
competition. Consequentially the or eight years getting through. "It
girls finally chosen are already would be difficult to keep up
’school spirit’ that long," she said.
trained.
Many students a.sscrted there is
The Band -Aides practice three
times a week during the fall se- no central meeting place on campus
where student activities are
mester for two hour periods and
receive one unit of college credit opened to interested persons.
Professor Murray M. Whitaker
for their participation. On game
weekends they practice Saturday of the Sociology Department
mornings before the game to put agreed this is a problem and sugthe finishing touches on their gested the Student Union may
help when completed. "Right now."
routine.
The Band -Aides originate a new he said, "students feel alienated;
dance and costume for each per- there is no place to interact."
Bob Jensen, phychology grad
formanee. Depending on the show
they put on, their dance style will student said, "I used to go to the
change. For example, one week football games as an undergradutheir style might be jazz to go ate, but I’ve lost interest. Instead,
with a New Orleans number. The I focus my energies on small
next performance might feature a groups of people."
Bob Milnarieh, freshman art mamodernistic, interpretative dance
to go with an outer space theme. jor, also said he does not identify
with the school. "I’m too busy
COSTUMES MODIFIED
with my work," he said, "but I
The Band -Aides’ costumes are might go to the game."
Many students, when pressed,
made by a seamstress. All are
kept, however, and are usually however, stated they might be interested
if they were taking an
later modified for u.se in another
dance number. The girls have been active part in things.
From
the
facility viewpoint, Dr.
following this practice since 1961
and their closet in the band mom W. Howard Myers, a professor in
in the Mitsie Building is now well the Mathematics Department at
stocked with many costumes for SJS for 28 years, said the school
the girls to modify for upcoming has grown so large, it is impossible
dance numbers. However, due to for instructors to get to know
the fact that many of the cos- their students. He said he used to
tumes wear out or become un- know most of the graduating class,
usable, the Band-Aides receive not just math majors.
$.550 a year titan the Band’s ap"Now the alumni romp back expropriation for purchasing new pecting to be remembered," he
equipment and costumes.
said, "and it’s ;t disappointment
Members of the Rand -Aides for all coneerned. . . . Mostly,
presently range in age from 19 to Homeeoming
nubile relations
22 and are majoring in a variety I thing; it’s put on for the alumni
of fields such as sodology, recrea- who are voting for legislators and
tion, business and even graphic paying the texas that support the
arts and math,
IiChOoL"

went to an all-girls school."
Ttudents"-recently asked how
they felt about Homecoming and
if they are going to the parade
and game, generally answered that
the school is too big; it isn’t pos-

History of Work, Originality for Band -Aides
RICK FIRTH
Sparbut Dully Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered who
that valiant little group of 12 girls
is who, several times each football
season, brave the man’s world of
the football field to perform a
dance mutine for the seated
throngs at half time? Perhaps
you’ve asked the person seated
next to you end received a mumbled "Band -Aides."
If so, your experience was not

unique. Although they perform ini selves the "Lucky 13." They perall of the halftime shows at home formed at Homecoming that year
games and several of the games to the tune of "There’s No Busiaway the Band-Aides is one of ness Like Show Business’ and
the SJS groups about which little were well received by the stuis generally known or understood. dents. The gmup then splintered
The history of the Band-Aides with one of the groups becoming
began in 1961 when Band Director a permanent part of the band
Ftoger Muzzy wanted to add fe- shows.
male sparkle to his all male
The following year, the group’s
Marching Band’s performances. 18 members cottld no longer call
The 13 lucky girls who were themselves the "Lucky 13." Howchosen appropriately called them- ever, the group with no name eon -

1968 SAPID-AIDES, left-right,
Mikkolsor, Sholla Vanes, Ostia Laslio, Marsha
McCabe, Jackie Cobb, rathe Averts++, Carolyn Vece, berm Kennedy, Betty Jo
Sally
Anne
Pickens,
Muller,
Donna
Georgie Maddams. (he group was furniud
Thorp,

tinued to practice for their first
performance of the 1962 football
season.
They were frequently kidded by
the band members about being
"Band-Aides." They laughed. For
the first football game they still
had no name but went out to
perform.
The announcer cleared his throat
and now, inand announced "
tmducing the Band-Aides." The
name stuck.

Membership in the Band-Aides
is open to all girls attending SJS.
Try-outs take place each year in
early December after football season. Last year approximately 65
girls entered the competition.
At the first session of try-outs,
the girls are shown a portion of
one of the routines that was done
the previous season and asked to
reprodue.e it after some practice.
Those who fail to catch on are not
retained. "It is important that the

by Band Director Roger Muzzy in 1961 and was firs+ known as the "Lucky 13." Band
and the name stuck
members teased the girls about being Band Aides

3

Kind Director
br,thglit alsatt
Roger Muzzy.
of Wisconsin.
graduate
Muzzy, a
came to San Jose as the result of
a decision by then SJS President
John Wahlquist. The president had
resolved to hire a band director
who could produce "a band second
to none."
When Muzzy arrived in 1956, one
of his first moves was to eliminate

By KWh Vitali
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
There is a vela’ good chance that
some
SJS’ more wayward graduates returning for Homecoming
for the first time in more than 10
years will have a difficult time
recognizing the Spartan marching
band tomorrow.
This difficulty will be the result
of a series of major changes

SJS’S ALL MALE BAND, which will perform at the Homecoming game tomorrow, is the product of a series of changes brought
about by Band Direair Roger Muzzy. Eliminating all coeds from
the band was Muzzy’s first step on his arrival at SJS in 1956.
Then he began the changeover to the brass sound, so that today
the only remaining woodwind is the saxophone. Muzzy’s final
changes were adding the Band -Aides, a I2 -member female dance
team, and the color guard, a flag -carrying unit unique to SJS
on the West Coast. This year, the band has received much praise
from sportscasters and spectators at SJS football games.

aii
-.1s, from the Spartan band
This decision was based on his
lielief that it took a male musician
to produce the big sound be desired.
Continuing in the Big Ten tradition, Muzzy then began the slow
changeover to the brass sound.
Clarinets weie no longer included
in the band beginning in the fall
of 1966. The only remaining woodwind in band is the saxophone,
and there are no plans to eliminate
VOLUME, QUALITY
"With the brass sound," states
Larry Marks, band public relations
director, "you achieve both volume
and quality of sound." This is considered by many to be the major
differentiating factor of the Spartan band.
When the band stepped out on
parade in the fall of 1959, it was
in brand new, Muzzy-designed uniforms. The British guard-style attire is described as "a regal blue
ensemble, set off by sparkling gold
and silver lame trim." The uniform
is topped off with a black shako
with white plume.
According to Marks, the uniform was years ahead of its time
and has since been copied and
modified to regional tastes by a
great many bands.
"Next fall, we hope to have new
uniform.s," said Marks. "Our present ones are nine years old and
are getting rather worn." The new
trniform is again Muzzy-designed
and will be an updated model of
the current one.
ASSISTANT
All pre-garne and halftime shows
are ’thorned and executed by Muzzy
and his assistant, Bill Nicolosi, a
graduate student in music. The
band’s musical arrangements are
the product of Dr. Brent Heisinger
and his two assistants, John Hathaway and Ronald Raines.
On the field, the band emphasizes marching and musical preci’ 11’!ii1201.

’

I ’
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pl.-game entrance
is timed to the fastest cadence in
the country, 240 beats per minute.
Strutting in front of the band
are twin drum majors, another
Muzzy innovation begun in 1959.
This practice. like the band’s uniforms, has been widely imitated.
The present day SJS marching
band could be classed as more than
a band in conmosition. When the
band performs, it is joined by its
color guard and the Band -Aides.
The color buard, originally
called the "Lancers," is a flag carrying unit that is unique to SJS
on the NVest Coast. The group does
precision drill and is separate fren
the band La definition but supple,
ments it when they perform together. Muzzy conceived the color
guard as a visual presentation of
the band’s music emphasizing what
is happening in the mu.sic.

Perhaps to curtail any hard feelings among the band members connected with the loss of their female
counternarts, Muzzy originated the
Band-Aides in the late 1950s. This
12-member dance team is known
as one of the finest in the country.
Coeds create a new dance and costume for each show centered
around the band’s presentation.
Four SJS Homecoming queens
have come from this group in the
last five years.
This year, the band has received
high praise from both sportscasters
and spectators at the SJS football
games. During the band’s performance at the Cal game. one commentator remarked, "If bands won
or lost tooth:All games for the
school, San Jose State would be on
its way to an undefeated season."
So for those wayward souls who
have not had the opportunity to
see arid listen to the San Jose State
Marching Band this year or, for
that matter, a munber of years, it
might be worth skipping the trip
to the refreshment stand at halftime.
’T ’ "I
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167 E. Santa Clara
1 block from campus

Special Offer
THE MARCHING SPARTANS, SJS’ renowned all -male band,
demonstrates their precision and big brass sound at home games,
and, this year traveled to San Diego and Disneyland. Director
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First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

All-Around Coach

Grand Marshal To Pay Attention
To Officials Rather Than Game
(HET WOOD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Bill Hubbard should be the one
person at the Homecoming game
between SJS and Washington
State who gives the game his undivided attention.
But he,probably will be the only
person present who won’t be paying full attention to the game.
As grand marshal of SJS Homecoming activities, Hubbard would
be expected to be the most avid
rooter at the game. And his position as former mentor of the Spartan varsity football tearn and his
being a current faculty member enhance the assumption that he will
be all eyes for the game.
But his job as supervisor of officials for the Pacific Intercollegiate Officials Bureau makes it
impossible for Hubbard to be a fan
at "his" Homecoming game.
Hubbard will be watching the
officials and making recommenda-

tions on their performances.
"I guess I’ve been around here
so long," Hubbard jested when
asked why he was picked as the
grand marshal.
Although he was kidding, Hubbard is a fixture on the SJS scene.
He first made his appearance as
a freshman on the campus in 1925.
He was graduated from State in
1929.
"Except for three years, I’ve
been on campus for 32 years," he
proudly announced.
During that span, Hubbard has
been the jack of-all -trades for the
Spartans. "You name it and I’ve
coached it."
And this is no idle boast. Along
with his football coaching, Hubbard has served as track, golf,
baseball and basketball coach at
SJS.
He held the position of athletic
director f tom 1950-58 and was secretary for the Spartan Foundation

from Hudson’s
goof J:rch .-gparians!
AAFTERGLOW, from $250.
IIGEORGETTE, from 11180.
Matching wedding band, $45,
CINCARNATION, from $225.
0CANDACE, from VIE,

Roger Muzzy brought the big brass sound to SJS in
band’s

Half price rate to S.J.S. students
Monday thru Friday with this coupon
Reg. 1.50 for 2, now only 75c for 2
,(v,( \q-ww
-#- -47 vp

The Bold Knight wishes you the best of
luck during the flonteroming game. For
the perfeet evening OW may we suggest
our .Werliterranean (lining room and intimate lounge. We are located one block
south of Spartan .Stadium on First Street.
We aim, hare a 21 hour coffee shop to
serve you.

ise0 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

293-7700

during its early years.
Hubbard compiled a 36-11 record
as head football coach from 194649. His team.s won nine games
each year he coached. His .766 winning percentage is the best ever
recorded by a Spartan football
coach.
Despite his fine record, Hubbard
feels teams of today receive better
coaching.
"The coaching is better all the
way amund. Kids get more in high
school so they know what the
garne is about when they get here,"
Hubbard said. "The refinement in
coaching is showing up now."
An aspect of the game which
hasn’t changedyet which appears

to have changed - is the contact involved. "They don’t hit any harder
now," Hubbard offered. "It’s much
the same today as it was when I
PlaYed."
What makes it seem like a
change is the equipment used.
"That plastic really pops," he
laughed. "It makes a lot of noise."
While the physical contact remains constant, the use of the
force has been redirected. "Before
it was power and pushing, now it’s
finesse," Hubbard said.
Although the n o i se of the
Homecoming game might just be
plastic popping, keep both eyes on
the game because Bill Hubbard
can’t.

Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

2 Biocks From Campus
Caege Discussion Group
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Newman-Catholic Student Center
Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy
SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THURS. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
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UNI 73033

UNI 73030

%x

USE YOUR
a

1111111111111111

FREE PARKING

PHONE 246-3474
99-C NO. REDWOOD AVE.
SAN JOSE

o‘’s

BERKELEY

San Jose store
located between

z

scount recordsNinc.A.
SAN FRANCISCO

11111ip

Macy’s and the
Emporium one
block off Stevens
Creek Blvd.

Nnvrinher 17 1nA9

OPEN EVENINGS TO 9:30 - SATURDAY TO - SUN71.4.YS 12-5
SAN JOSE’S LARGE.:ST, MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

discount record shops, inc.

COLUMBIA
THE CHAMBERS BROTHERS
A NEW TIME A NEW DAY
including
A New Time A New Day
Where Have All The Flowers Gone
Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay
lash It Wool Rain

:’," NET ’1/4N TlIATLY-599

RCA

399

329

FIVE NEW RECORDS FOR iX4111
HOMECOMING SALE

PER DISC
MS-KCS
SERIES

PER DISC
CS Z 12
SERIES

CHAMBERS BROS.
NEW TIME - NEW DAY

er.-41101.721

Your choice
29

LETTER
’4.,
GR47)::j-4’L.V(CiwRigiRi§
EMM4V

.4 41

BRITISH BLUES VOL. II

LSP 4045

4ROTeilernmek

ROCK AND OTHER
FOUR LETTER WORDS

TERRY RILEY INC.

MS 7193

MS 7178

Z12 52014

3

JOSE FELICIANO SGULED

MAIES
GROUSE 1.14 SEE
INTENSE REALLY 1’

CHEAP ’816BRoTHERt
& THE
THRILLS VIDING OVOAN

Cot. Price

JEFrERSCN AIRPLANE
CRGWN OF CREATiON

4.79

MINIM)!
COLUMBIA

’;4;-’)

flo

(19

BIG BROTHER
CHEAP THRILLS

SWITCHED - ON
BACH

JOHN HARTFORD ORIGINA’..S

N/NA SIMONE
NUFF SAID

GLE:4N YARERSUGA

MS 7194

L5P 4060

LSP 4065

L5P 4047

3 GREAT RELEASES FROM

CANNED HEAT

NEW TRAF71:C

CAPITOL
ONE
WEEK
ONLY

3.29
r
JI

6.58

EACH
THE BAND
MUSIC FROM BIG PINN

i

ONE WEEK

"LIVING THE BLUES"
2 Record set
only

EICORDS

A
UNITED
ARi PITS

LIBERTY
A

Cat. Price 9.58

1111,
Pt,

or "Fro

Cat. Price 4.79

JUST RELEASED
r:17:711,4

MOTHER EARTH

ELECTRA

’440

tr2 0 ’,..nr)
Fts:2

Tfir.

oz)

SUN"

%/I a

AttV’
,
okor
"LIVING WITH THE ANIMALS"
ONLY

2.99 ejcin)
USE YOUR
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
OR

FIRST NATIONAL CARD

FREE PARKING

PLUS

LOVE
MAGIC BUS

DECCA

ONLY

APPEARING NOV. 15, 16, /7
AT AVALON BALI POOM

2..99

TICKETS ON SALE AT

DBCOUNT RECORDS

SAN JOSE
99-C NO. REDWOOD AVE.
PHONE 246-3474

scount records inc.
SAN FRANCISCO

BERKELEY

MENLO

d:11,

"FOREVER CHANGES"

TliE WI-10

From

LAS.,

PAM(

S.:,n Jose store
11:).7.a I betv.,oen
Macv’s rind ilte
rrnporiurn one
:Acct.;
34?-iens
Creek E’vd.
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’Homecoming Means When Someone You
Like Is Coming Home,’ Says 8 Year Old

By CARD!. (SKINAGER
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
"Having fun when a pt‘I’SUI) you
like is coming horne," is how Little
eight -year-old Tracy. Lorenz describes Homecoming.
Tracy. along with many other
young children of the SJS conunuMos, will participate in the Home: :Timing parade to be held Saturday.
’ With the theme of the 1968
tome) opting celebrotion ris "Happii,),s Is . . .". the children will
,ir,
or costumes of Charles
Schulz’s (diameters of Peanuts and
his gang, and pull small red wag,ms in tne parade.
Jeff Asher. 10-year-old son of
Dr. James Asher, psychology professor, doesn’t know yet what he
is going to be but says Homecoming means, "They’re coming back’
-- the football team."

DECISION
;

17th YEAR OF BEST WISHES
For the past 17 years the management of Angelo’s Steak [louse
lias been an enthusiastic Spartan rooter. To them Homecoming
has hecome a tradition just as it has to S.J.S. This

ear. as in the

vast, .ktigelo’s wishes the best of luck to our Spartans.
After the game, Angelo’s is the place for alumni and friends to
meet for delicious food and tasty steaks.

Angelo’s Steak House
OPEN 6 a.m.-I I p.m. DAILY
72 E. Santa Clara

Free

parking at 38 S. 3rd St.

Though Jeff doesn’t know what
costume he will wear, it seems his
next-door neighbor already
has derided for him. "Jeff and I
have decided to be horses," Tori

By DEE 01.7E80
Ever heard of a Grand Rally?
San Jose State College’s first
alumni reunion celebrations were
called Just that when they began
’ in 1933.
The two-day reunion in 1934
featured open house on campus
and entertairunent by every department.
Variety shows and
sports playdays added to the fest ivit ies. Climaxing t he second
alumni gathering was the football
game with Chico State College.
’ In 1938 the annual return of
the alumni was called Christmas

can’t afford s-l -o-w reading speeds
?X:’,:44.,*
(14

’
-AI
_
-

What’s more, scientists, technicians and professionals at NASA
Ames Research Center, Lockheed
Missile and Space Division, Ampex,
Stanford Research Institute, and
many major industries have called
on Readak to help improve their
reading effectiveness.
"Readak’s program is exciting
and stimulating," Lorna says. You’ll
learn all forms of hand -pacing,
skimming, scanning, overviewing,
pre-reading, outlining, technical and
critical reading. In other words,
you’ll learn everything it takes to
read two, three or even four times
faster.
Readak students use these new
skills in their first class. Grades go
up. Study is easier. Reading assignments become exciting challenges,
not causes for worry.
This summer you can develop the
reading skills you’ll need in the fall,
and for many years to come.
Readak’s small classes make it
possible for you to learn with people
you know and understand.
Our free reading test is nationally
standardized. It shows you where
you stand. It tells us exactly what
special training you need. If you
don’t take the program, there’s no
charge for the test.
The tuition for our program is
only $95. It may be paid in advance
with a discount, or budgeted over a
3-month period. Special group rates
are available to clubs and organizations.
Now’s the time to plan for tomorrow’s success. Our next class is already filling up. But there’s still
room for those who sign up now.
Classes meet once a week, 21/2
hours per session, for 9 weeks. Our
next class starts:

Mon., Nov. 25, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 7, 9:00 a.m.

earietaat
**Ma

Call now for a free brochure. Now
is the best time to make your free
test appointment, also. Just phone
248-7674. Ask for Mr. Flynn.

Lorna Lawson is a freshman at
the University of San Francisco.
Her high school grade point average was 3.8.

(RearscieR)
307 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE
326-S984
PALO ALTO

READAK READING COURSES
375 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE

248-7674

104 TIBURON SOULEVARO
MILL VALLEY
388-2993

have a purple dress and purple!
socks with a purple ribbon" in
dressing up os the character Violet.
Finally, Andrea, 5, plans to be
Snoopy. even though she ad:nits;
the dog is boy. With a little helpl
from her mother, she states that!

she is "going to wear white winter
underwear, with a black spot on
the back, and have 11 funny nose
and ears and tail." Andrea is going
to hold a machine gun. because
"Ilappiness is getting the Red
Baron."

THEIR ows TstiNo
He agrees with ’Pori that Home;timing means someissly’s coming
home. lie adds, ’The football team
is having a game at their own
thing."
Dave’s seven - year - old sister.
Tanunle, claims she is going to be
Lucy because she looks like her.
The children of Mrs. Muriel K.
Jackson. President Clark’s administrative assistant, also are going
to participate in the parade.
John, 11, is going to be Linus.
"I’ll get a T-shirt. and put stripes
un it. I’ll have s.hort pants and get
a blanket"
His sister, Tracy. 8, is "gonna

Alumni Feel More Spirit
For Homecoming in 50’s

Why should I waste my time?

"Slow readers work harder for
their grades," Lorna Lawson says.
"Without Readak, I’d be just another
average reader. That’s not good
enough.
"I’ve got to succeed in college.
And I want to do other things
besides study all the time I’m
here."
Lorna knows so-called average
readers are ten years behind the
times. Back in 1958, 250 words per
minute was an average reading
speed. But it’s all different today.
Ask any college sophomore. You’ll
be told 400 to 500 words per minute
is a must for ordinary study.
"I’ve learned one thing," Lorna
says. "Knowing how to read fast
isn’t enough. To stay ahead, you’ve.
got to know how to skim at least
3,000 words a minute when the pressure’s on. And you need to understand everything you read."
Many people agree with Lorna.
They’re the ones who know what it
takes to make it in school today.
Class presidents, school paper
editors, valedictorians, scholarship
winners, athletes and many others
choose Readak speed reading programs.
These outstanding people are already superior students. But, after
Readak training, they won’t need to
work as hard to keep up with heavy
reading loads in senior high or college classes. They’ll have more free
time.
At Readak, average readers break
out of the pack and stay ahead.
Faster reading gives them time for
all the things they’ve been missing.
Effective reading not only helps
them learn more. It creates time for
other things.
It’s no accident that Readak programs have been conducted at
Santa Clara University, San Francisco College for Women, Notre
Dame College and Westmont College to name just
a few of many.

Stewart, 7. announces.
"I was in a Christmas parade
with Jeff, also," she continues.
"Homecoming means . . .
somebody’s coming home."
Dave Wright. 10. son of Dave
A Wright, aeronautics instructor.
plans to be Charlie Brown. "I’ll
probably get a T-shirt like his
with a funny zig-zuggy line down
t he mid) Ile."

Homecoming. The late December
celebration replaced the customary
fall reunion because alumni were
conducting unofficial HomecomIngs at that time of the year anyway, according to a 19.38 issue of
the Spartan Daily.
A few years later the post Christmas Homecoming had turned
into a pre-Thanksgiving celebration wit hackled activities.

ALL DRESSED UP for the Homecoming parade are children of
Dave A. Wr;ght, instructor in aeronautics. Left to right, they are
Tammie, 7, Robert, 8, Melody, 2, and Dave, 10. Their dog, Happy, who is peering over the hole in the doghouse, will also be in
the parade, although the family is not sure if he will last through
the whole event. The parade, which will start at 10:15 a.m. on
Saturday, will begin at St. James Park and end at San Carlos
and Seventh Streets.

SPARTA1,

FIRST QUEEN
The first Homecoming Queen
was crowned in 1948. Sigma Kappa
sponsored SJS’ first queen, Gaynelle Miller, a 19-year-old sopho!more from Oakland.
A parade through downtown
San Jose was one of the highlights
of the Homecoming celebration
that year. Mrs. Aldo (Jackie) Balbini, a part-time physical education teacher at St. Joseph’s Elementary School, recalls that she
helped her sorority sisters decorate
Delta Zeta’s float for the 1948
parade.
In addition to decorating floats,
enthusiastic students also decorated houses. Sixteen student
houses vied for a trophy to be presented to the residence sporting
the best decorations.
The annual Turkey Trop was
another part of the festivities.
Winners of the three-mile tun
were awarded such prizes as a
turkey, a duck, a chicken, and a ,
dozen eggs.

Sl NI/11. 101h:1111E1i 17th
9:11

SE111\ 111
-1, The Local Church Obsoleter

FORI II

5:45

-Profile Of The Nttigator"
Ctie,t Speaker
WOlererrenninnnwirrtriy

Best Selection 01 Rare Baroque
Recorders In The West. More
Than 9(1 Models Of The ll’orld’s
Fitiv.st litstruments

McCord niuJic
BuILDING 8
810 Timis

Country N nig(’

Sun Jose Phone 296-611:3

BIG ATTRACTION
The big attraction during the
following Homecomings was the
bonfire and the constant fight to
keep saboteurs from the University of Santa Clara from lighting
the fire before the scheduled time.
Andrew Crowley. a Santa Clara
High School math teacher and
1955 graduate of SJS, recalls that
the bonfire, as well as other Homecoming activities, were major
events on campus. Crowley believes that student interest in the
activities has diminished over the
years.
Ben Reichmuth, former alumni
association president and a 1957
graduate, agrees that the aetivities
are not emphasized as much now
as in the past.
According to Reichmuth, who as
a member of the alumni association ha.s been indirectly involved
with Homecoming activities for
several years, the parade, bonfire
and selection of the Homecoming
queen sparked "tremendous interest" on campus.

Soderholm

----- ^

HAPPINESS IS HOWARD’S
7:00 A.M.
111
10:30 P.M.
Tuesday
thru
Sunday

H.sppiness is a greet big, thick, juicy, Howard Hamburger with lots of lettuce,
tomato and trench tries Stop by after the Homecoming gerne tomorrow or anytime!

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

EUROPE
Summer ’69

ALUMNUS RECALLS
Reichmuth recalls that students
spent the entire week prior to the
parade decorat ing floats, of ten
working past midnight the night
before the parade.
"The parade was very festive.
Everyone turned out to see it,"
Reiehmuth said. He attributes part
of the success to the fact that the
parade was an evening activity
rather than daytime, as it is now.
"Homecoming in the ’50’s was
more student oriented. Now the
students are less inward-directed
and more involved with outside’
Issues."
On the other hand, Reichmuth
points out, the alumni are beginning to take a greater Interest In

the college. and Homecoming is
becoming more a student and
aLumni activity as it Is meant.’
to be.
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ALL PURE JET ON
CERTIFIED CARRIERS

1 dates to pick from! Write or
call immediately for information
and applications. Reserve early!

XAMPLE^

tEl

Oakland or Los Angeles
to London or Amsterdam
ROUND TRIP from
New York to London
T-M TRAVEL

’289

ROUND TRIP $189

Oakland to Amsterdam
ONE WAY

$189

60 No. First St.
San Jose, Calif.
PHONE’

(408) 293-1033

After 7, (40B) 251-4126

Homecoming Campus Closeups
over 5’7"
clothes of indi,iddality
for tall and
longer waisted girls
42 e. san anfonio
293-7616

By DOANE YAWOEB
Campus LillItiOn EditOr
Homecoming events are pretty
much standardized from college to
college since they all have queen
contests, football games, parades
with floats, formal Homecoming
Dances and usually some alunmi
recognition.
However, several campuses are
doing things just a little diffetent
from usual this year.
*
*
*
Santa Clara Univemity’s Homecoming concert scheduled for San
Jose Civic Auditorium didn’t ma--

terialize as planned since the featured performers. "The Four Tops
didn’t show. Students waited nearly two hours after show -time before the concert was sciubbed. AI
Hirt and orchestra filled the bill
at a later date.
An Ugly Man contest was sponsored too, an odd substitute for
the traditional Homecoming queen
contest.
*
*
*
The community float parade
usually held at East Las Angeles
City College will be replaced by
caravans of cars decorated as
floats. since the Homecoming committee failed to get a parade permit in time, the Campus News
reports,
*
*
*
A sour touch has colored Homecoming activities at Western
Michigan University when the
men’s residence hall, Hoekja Hall,
charged TEI11 Kappa Alpha and
Homecoming officials with overlooking responsibilities in qualifying float entries, the Western
Hearld reports.

It seems the TKE’s float was
supisisedly 14 inches too long,
lower than a foot from the ground
and not equipped with the proper
fire extinguishers. Tau Kappa Alpha has won four out of the last
five trophies for best floats at
WMU.
*
*
*
More gloomy words were in
store for Chico State when the
College Union Program Council
showed there is a steady decline
in participation in Homecoming
events. A few changes will be
made, especially cutting campaigning costs and time. Anybody now
can enter a queen candidate, the
Wildcat commented.
*
*
*
Castletown State College in
Castletown, Vermont, has a king
and queen contest, each entrant
having to perform a short skit.
The boys vote for the boys and
vice versa. Also on tap are chariot
races with at least six entrants.
Instead of the traditional football game before the Homecoming
ball, the Castletons are having a

Happiness Is Win
Over WSU Cats

HoUdall For malwear?
Rent it all at an,y RIA
Rent all the best at
Roos/Atkins. All sizes. Latest
styles. Sparkling fresh.
Comet accessories too. Soon
as your plans specify "Formal"
come in and get fitted. Yes, we
sell the whole works too if
you’d rather own your own.
SAN

JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA - ALMADEN

After the parade, pretty girls,
fraternity men, dormies and what
have you end all their Homecoming
festivities, SJS Call settle down to
what Ilomecoming Day is all about
. football.
SJS’ gridders will try for another vtin Saturday afternoon at
1:30 when they play host to the
Cougars from Washington State in
Spartan Stadium.
The Cougars have a new coach
in Jim Sweeney and with most of
their lettermen lost from last year.
no one expected great things from
our neighbors up north. However,
things always don’t go as expected.
After dumping Idaho 14-7 in the
opening game of the season, Washington State managed to lose to
UCLA 31-21 and Utah 17-14. The
Cougars then shot into national
fame when they tied Stanford 2121. at a time when many considered the Indians the best team on
the coast and a possible Rose Bowl
representative.
Beatings by Arizona State and
Arizona followed their Stanford
performance.
Sweeney succe, led Bert Clark
at Washington State after piling
up an impressive 31-19 record at
Montana State. He operates the
Cougar offense on the "Multiple I"
theory but has yet to enjoy a game
where his team has scored over 21
points.
Outstanding players for the Cougars have been quarterback Rich
Olson and Richard Lee Smith at
halfback. Olson was thought too
small for the starting role but has
shown flashes of brilliance at times
this year.
On defense the Cougars operate
on the "Oklahoma Rover" and feature the hard hitting of Steve Bartelle and Mel Burrell. Both of

these linebackers have been outstanding in all the Cougars’ games
and have displayed a knack of being where the ball is.
On the offensive line center Dave
Harris and tackle Dave Golinsky
have been opening holes with consistency all year. Harris ha.s caught
the attention of many pro scouts
and will probably try his hand with
the professionals at season’s end.
Just what Homecoming mem% to
the Spartans has yet to be seen.
Last year against a top-rardced
Wyoming 11 SJS gridders gave a
good account of themselves before
falling 2/4-7.
This year the SJS forces have
demonstrated a harii-hitting defense, at times, but a non-existent
offense.
Russ Munson, Don Perkins. and
Mark Woods have all shared the
quarterbacking chores for the
Spartans this season but none of
the three has, heen ahle AG hang
onto the No.1 spot.
e-e-m-am-ememeiii,s1=i=6--",

Coyote Creek
Riding Stables
Good Horses
Lovely Trails Along
The Creek

rrEm

cpaPtirst

.io

.15

.20

.25

Just whistle for it! Authentic 17th century English Whistling
Ideal for decorat’on, drinks or a
Tankard Reproduction
this beautiful lead free tankard (glass
collectors item
bottom) is polished to a high lustre and will
stay bright with no polishing...One pint capacity
a full 41/4" in height.

$89.

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phoni 379.3051

Almaden Fashion Plaza
#I4 On The Mall
Phone 266-8466

TRADE ’WV

NO OTHER STORE OFFiRS SUCH DISCOUNTS

smu

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY BANKAMERICARD, 1ST NAT. MASTER CHAIR
WE BUY -TRADE - REN1

f

ISAVE WOW WITH GREATER

dor4a7t.-.NELlyt-:

.trig 75% OFF
LAY -AWAY

NOW

GET BEST SELECTION!

Membo, s,,o la, d
(7:=4",’
lanYtimer.co,*

I FOUNTAIN VIEW

1299
(AMINO 7Zr"
PEN ’TIL 9 EVRY NITE
SAT. 9 TO 6
OPEN SUNDAY HI ’IV 5

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

ALL FAMOUS MAKES BONS - PANS - PARKAS
OUS FRENO-H IMFORT

FA

PANTS

Ki ’BOOT

THIS’ GROUP
tin
WOMEN’S--Reg. S49.50, Sizes 8 FORMERLA.
77
ter 20. Extra Short, Shorts, Regu USED. FOR
Issm Longs.
A
,to 9.99 41:14
MEN’S-Reg. SSS. Sixes 28 to 40’
WE PROMISED NOT
TO PUBLISH NAMES
RAND
TO PROTECT FRANFAMOUS [FRAUD
CHISE DEALERS.
to 29.
Lace
Boots
YOU’LL WANT
Values to 49.5Er:.’
SEVERAL PAIRS
FAMOUS BRAND

9

LAST1C
OTTOS1

1499 vut."1.7
2930

:E

99

1

RINI f, RflOTS
Isw,ss.
sTRiiCii"PANTs
99
999

EPDXY NIS

AUSTRIAN
NEWEST FINEST CONReg. VI.E PROMISED NOT TO
STRUCTION. OUT PER- FAMOUS MAKE
NAMjS.
o
to
PUBLISH
THE
FORMS M ET AL SKIS WE CAN’T PUBLISH
EVERY WAY. MADE FA- THE NAME
24.00 Former Rentals Incl.
A 999
MOUS BY
,ONE SMALL GROUP
YAHAMA
FAMOUS BRAND
1F9ENCH IMPORTS
Reg. 109.50 .
AmEntrAN & FRENCH

METAL SKIS

PORTRAIT OF
A YOUNG MAN
UPTIGHT
Ifs not hard to get that way,
you know. All it takes is a wife,
a kid, mounting responsibilities.
inadequate planning - and
you’re racked up. So make financial security your thing.
Start to plan now for it- by
investing in a life insurance
program that will expand as
your needs do. The earlier you
start, the less it costs, and the
more security you’ll have a
chance to build.
Give us a call. Or stop by our
office, and let’s talk about how
to shun sharks - pool or loan.

BOB SEMPLE
150 F. San Carlos
(corner of 4th St.)
292-284,1)

FINEST ENGLISH PEWTER
WHISTLING TANKARD

SKI

OUR TEN TEMPTING ’VARIETIES
OF PIZZA

ADD FOR I EXTRA
!More than Two itents charged as special

soccer game, according to ilit
Spartan.
*
*
*
Napa College is setting fire to
its parking kit . . . for the customary bonfire. Students also are
having a pajama dance (7) in the
cafeteria after the rally. The formal dance comes the following
day, the Chieftian says.
*
* *
The New Mexico Lobos of UNM
lost their Homecoming football
game to SJS. 55-24, but they enpoyed the evening anyway when
Sergio Mendes and Brasil ’66
played for the Alumni Homecoming Dance.
*
*
*
The newly chosen Homecoming
Queen at San Bernardino Valley
College gets a football signed by
all the players and the coaches!
The customary pep bonfire before
the parade of floats features "spectacular" fireworks. according to
the Indian Warwhoop.
* *
*
Several stringent requirements
are in effect for Campus Queen
candidates at Fresno State College, according tu the Daily Collegian.
Besides being in the upper division standing, the girls must have
participated in at least five previous Fiesno events, have a 2.25
GPA and be sponsored only by an
officially recognized organization.
Three 3 by 5 incha snapshots plus
and 8 by 10 framed portrait are
required.

ISUA ML T K1- 44 SAALI15
UTOMAT1Q
VELOCITE
’ALCON-SQUAW
USTANG-At .
RAANLONTsHrall

HAPPINESS IS:
Try at leaid one. after the gattie: if you’re having a small party better make it
two: or if the %hole gang drops in make it three or more; we’re sure to have
the right combination to make the night a sure success.
ludIsidual Small
1.70
2.40
1. Mozzarella Cheese
.85
1.20
1.50
2.00
2.75
.95
2. Anchovies
1.50
2.00
2.75
3. Mushroom
.95
.95
1.50
2.00
2.75
4. Sausage
.95
1.50
2.00
2.75
5. Salami
.95
1.50
2.00
2.75
6. Litigtsisa
.95
1.50
2.00
2.75
7. Pepperoni
.95
1.50
2.00
2.75
8. lite
1.65
2.15
3.00
1 05
9. Beef and Onion
2.00
2.80
1.20
3.75
10. The Spartan Special
(Combination of ’Mushrooms, Pepperoni, Salami, Linplisa)

71 So First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Open Daily

227-6291

RPURTAN DAELY-78

rrlday, November 13,1065

297-5707

PROVI ENT
MUTUA1
Mee

LIFF

OP P., I. 0.11.1.1PM1

I century of dedicated service

WE MADE A TERRIFIC
BUf ON THESE SUPERS
METAL SKIS. WE HAVE
A FULL RANGE OF
SIZES. BUT SUPPLY LIM
!TED,
HURRY!
99
6
Req. 119.50

9

URTLE
NECK
T-SHIRTS

1 99 I

I

SKI PARKAS
MADE BY
AMERICAN
FRANCONIA
ALSO FA MOUS NAME
WE CANNOT
MENTION.
Some irregulars

99
TO

14.99

I THERMAL
UNDERWEAR.
Top, Bet.

GLOVES
TOQUSS
HATS

99
1 ea.

PARKAS

99

SO
59Req.

Men & Womens

PARKAS:el 199

3

N71.0N SKIL
BOV’S 8, GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

SWEATERS
FAMOUS
MAKES

5
to 19.99

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

2

UP

INDINGS -" WAXES - LACES - BOOT TREES - SKI POLES - "HUNDREDS OF BARG
SALES
RENTAL

ALL RODS -REELS I OFF
MITCHELL - ST. CROIX - PENN - OUICK - RODDY - PFLEUGER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY
..4
E TRADE-PENT,BUY

COLLEC,TPRO PA,RADf SE

WE BUY ..SUX10,1OfAttt -RENT
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Homecoming
1968
1968 Band Aides, front row, left-right, Georgie Maddams, Berty
Jo Thorp, Eileen Kennedy, Donna Pickens, Sallyanne Muller. Back
row, Carolyn Vece, Jackie Cobb, Chris Leslie, Ingrid Mikkelsen,
Shiela Vance, Marsha McCabe, Cathe Averett.

LORRAINE KITAJIMA

.4/.1 MAL

It is my pleasure to welcome you back to San Jose State
College. For those of you icho graduated the past year or
two the campus appears to be very much the same as when
you left. To those of you who return after a number of
years I call your attention to the handsome new high-rise
dormitory at .1.iiith and San Salvador with its adjacent
Dining (:itninunts; to the bare bones of what next year trill
be our handsome College Union building. a facility long.
needed by this conintunity.
In academic structuring we are engaged in a number of
netv tltrusts designed to create manageable units of students
within our vast enrollment of over 23,000. Students with
similar interests are provided an inspiring learning enciron
ment fostered by close intellectual contact. We are attempting to deal realistically tvith the rents and strains in the
fabric of urban society and through the medium of intellectual involvement to add our measure of balance and
assistance.
Happiness Is . . . Intellectual Involvement
11011ERT D. CLARK
President

SPARTAN PLINNEZS probably will find the going rough this
week in their Homecoming encounter with Washington State.
The SJS ground game has suffered since the loss of halfback
Walt Shockley shown here against Fresno State. Last week the
University of Idaho came from bektind to defeat the Spartans
35.17. Washington State is 1-6-1: the tie with Stanford.

1968 Homecoming Committee, standing I-r,
Sandy Myers, Allan Brostrom, Sandi Douglas,
Skip Riddle, Susan Charles, and Christy Brooks.

SJS’ wen-known marching band demonstrates
one of its more popular formations, SJU, in the
grand style for which the Marching Spartans

Seated, I-r, Michele Sanchez, Jerry Unger, Julie
Stoddard, chairman, and Rick Potter. Not pictured are Cindy Coutts and Fred Walter.

are known. A special half-time show is in store
for spectators at tomorrow’s Homecoming
game.

"A Thing for a Queen," the 1968 informal rock
Homecoming Dance, was held Saturday nigh+
a+ the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, Fiesta
Hall. The dance was to honor Queen Betty Jo

and her court. A capacity crowd filled the hall,
and students were turned away because of a
fire law limit of 1200 persons. Sons of Champlin and Freedom Highway provided the music.

